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LIBRARY 
Serials 
Ithaca, New York, September 7, 1972 
Miami Beach 
1e decision to eat no food, to drink 
iquid except water 26 days ago was 
only way I knew how to scream to 
mother, my father, my friems, my 
tives to all,YOne who could hear. And 
. went through my mim was tliat, 
is is insane.•• Am whenpeople crune 
o _me after the 10th or 12th day the 
:al question was whether or notlhad 
, insane. And my mind went back 
time in 1969 when I was in the DMZ, 
area the world has come to call 
mm's land." I discovered a small 
irground village. Honestly, it looked 
the moon. And there, bent over 
, hoeing arolDld these enormous 
b craters wee old men and women. 
I said to. the Vietnrunese who was 
me, "This is insane, why aren't 
moved out of this area? 'Ibere's no 
they can Slll'vive here." And be 
me, "Everything has been done that 
possibly be done to persuade this 
ge to evacuate • • we agree with 
• . • but you can go over and talk 
1em yourself am they'll tell you 
stay here because this is the vil-
or their mothers, theirfatbers, their 
dmothers and their grandfathers, 
· ancestors• homes. Andiftheyleave 
will defend the homes of their 
storrfi" Bit I tell you tonight all 
ss Vietnam this insanfzy hJs swept 
a firestorm. Every man woman and 
I in N. Vietnam, mllllons and mil-
; or ~wnan beings in South Vietnam 
afflicted with an incredible insanity. 
I feel that insanity ia sweeping us 
ht. Its an insanity that reaions that 
med civilians and citizens matched 
1st armed policemen, National Guard 
1s, the 82nd Airborne Brigade, fed-
marshalls, Secret Security men and 
1e other apparatus of tfie military 
• . • have the audacity the arro-
i, the insanity just like the people 
ietnam to believe that against the 
, against the B-52, against the strike 
d missile against two tons olbombs 
1ed every 60 seconds. • • that 
.am brings us the most profomn 
n of the 20th Century: that 91'Cli-
people can win.'' 
~Rennie Davis 
. ·Tuesday Evening, A ua. 22 
irhaps the other convem:l.on thattook 
e during the Republican National 
>nation August 21-23 ls doomed to 
me a wbisperinbistory,hidrlenaway 
some ungodly plague. Bit for those 
delegates, young, old, black, white, 
and yellow, ft was, as Bill Kunstler 
t, the only real conwrtion in Miami 
h at the :time. · 
I attempt to ·label the demonstra-
as anything less than aftoelywoven 
;try of discontent, 1:1nm from fibers 
llStratlm and ,icorn. reeks ol a cal-
ed disregard that has rapidly be-
i the trademark of the Nixon Ad.: 
stratton. Upon bis arrival at the 
li Beach AliportTuesdayaftermon, 
questioned as to bis feelings about 
Protestors, Nixon ~ bis 
.ders and replied, "I haven't been 
iving _it that closely." Yet, fm- those 
13ve come to understand.the 'militant 
lss' of this man they can clearly 
:stand the cooly asslD'mt tone of 
· words •. Miami Beach and Corl\'llD-
!fall security was so tlgbt,. the 
11 Heralds'Q818sted, 'itfalrlyeraek-
lndeecl, wltb some 7,000 law en-
rnem omc1a11 r ... from the 
ii Beach police <meaner than the 
igo boya, according to one reaideia) 
1e Natloaal Guard and tbe U.S. 
-ea, it·mfpt baw. appeared tbatthe· 
or Dl9l'8 '_delegates, allemates, 
OliUcaJ. IJOlable~badrealanecltbem-
s to three 4-Y• · ot fairly calm; 
att1me1~dull.~. 
the atller bm1, tt.· 2500· aon-
ltea camped out.fil F~ Park 
)0 far ·away bad 1helr. own 'Ideas, 
l U\. 1IO Wl;J -w.6 their •atlreb' 
noua. a.it af-bflntma,Jor'cm-
ti0111 'Clme-S~ nmlll8 at the 
Fontainebleu Hotel on Collins Avenue, 
the stronghold of Republican luminaries. 
A groll> of 500 Yippies, Zippies and 
SDSers attempted todisruptRepubllcans 
Intent on attending a $500 per plate din-
ner by shouting various choice phrafes 
('"E at the Rich" was a favorite) 
and making a general nuisance of them-
selves. 'lbe Florida Highway Patrol 
moved swfltly and efficiertly, clearing 
the area in 45 minutes. 'lbe Yippies 
also sponsored a "puke-In" in front of 
the Fontainebleu simply because "Nixon 
makes us sick." 
Vets Establish Boundaries 
Through it all, however, most u! the-
demonstrators· soon came to look 14>0n 
that particular segment of their ranks 
as slapstick mutali:s, comically re-
flective of the absurd artics of the 
peq,le in power. 'lbe groll) most dis-
posed to that polrt of view, and finally 
most turned off by the appareli: lack of 
sincerity evident within the ranks 
were the Vietnam Vets Against the War. 
Arriving fJ"Om as far away as San Fran-
cisco to bare their souls' daily .. night-
mares, it didn't take long before they bad 
picked q, camp in the main area of Fla-
mingo Park and segregated themselves 
on the other side of the park. For the 
Vets, Vietnam is a game plS)'ed for 
keeps. Furthermore, m&QY of them had 
been heavily into bard drugs and lmew 
either from their own experiences or 
those cl their brothers wbere--the fun 
with dope ends and the horror begins. 
'l'htlrefore, they decided the casual atti-
tude bel~ taken by oCbe,; demonstrators 
(Zfliples In particular) b~ beg1ll to in-
frinse en the politlc~l nabl1"e of their 
presence there. . 
M01111ay . was also the first day of a 
Citizen's lmestlgatlon into the workings 
of the· Nlxm Admtnlstratlon. Various 
apeakers stepped to the microphone ex.-
blbitlnK tlw!lr speefflc :knowledge with 
. respect to American fcn,tlgn policy. In 
· turn, a panel ol half a dozen Miami 
Beach cltizeDI would camplle the teaU-
moales with 1be lnteatlan of delivering~ 
The Other Convention 
their findings before the Republican 
National Committee on Wednesday. 
Vietnamese students cite repressive tactics 
Docmnents of the United States Agency 
for International ·Development revealed 
by Ngo Vinh Long, the official repre-
sentative of the National student Union 
in North Amerlca and Director or the 
Vietnam Resource Center, characterized 
American attempts to alter the Viet-
namese culture. Umer the USAID funded 
"Leadershfp Scholarship" program, the 
papers say, Vietnamese students sent 
to the United states are encouraged to 
"create new agerts of socialization with 
a positive oriertation to a new institution 
Ci.e. Western culture)" in a "radical" (i.e. rapld)manner. 
9o% of all Vietnamese studeli:s come 
to the U.S. under this program. Its im-
plicatlms are far reaching. Tran Vu 
Zung, another student who joined Lo~, 
emphasized the risk he am the other 
students are ta~ _ speaking out 
al@inst the 'lbieu regime, ''My father 
(who lives in South Vietnam) has to 
publicly disown me, otherwise he'll 
be put in jail." In the last five months, 
15,000 people, considered a risk to the 
Saigon government. have been jailed, 
according to Long, 1bere are 1,100 
prisms in South Vietnam, an amountex-
ceeding that of its churches, schools 
and pagodas. 'lbieu has furthermore 
clamped a ban on newspapers. As of 
this past Monday, all papers a?e re-
quired to post financial responsibility 
guarantees of 20 millim piasters 
<J47 ,000) with the national treasury. 
Many haw not complied. · · 
'Ibis environment of repression led 
directly to the thwarted hijacking at-
tempt by N~n 1bai Blm, another 
__ outspoken Vietnamese student, deported 
to Saigm last July by request of the 
Thieu regime. 'lbe lemons wrapped in 
tin foll whfcb be claimed were eJCplo-
_,l'ft!..s_nner we~.~ just a~ bis~u]!et 
ridden bod)' uner fouml asylum inHanol. 
. bla 11*ndecl destination. 'l'be Ul1y bom'-> 
he carried was "my hwnan heart which 
can explode to call for love, faith and 
hope, to wake up the conscience of the 
Vietnamese enemies.'' 
In such an -environment of repression, 
it is less difficult to understand why 
Nguyen Thai Binh, poet, songwriter 
and yet another outspoken Vietnamese, 
is dead today. When his Jl (visitor) 
Visa, his scholarship and passport were 
not renewed, he was deported to South 
Vietnam facing certain torture, jailing 
or execution at the hands of Thieu. Out 
of desperation Thai Binh tried to hijack 
a Pan American 747 travelling from 
San Francisco to Saigon while in Manila 
(a refueling stop) this past July. Threa~ 
ening that the lemons in the tin foil 
he carried were explosives, he said, 
according to ZW1g, •'I do this for re-
venge for my cowrtry. Americans do 
this for money." Unlmown to him, the 
pilot, Eugene Vaughn, was carrying a 
loaded .357 magmun. When the· plane 
landed in Saigon, Vaughn managed to slip 
the gun to one of his passengers, an 
ex-cop who soon moved within shooting 
range. Even as Nguyen Thai Binh lay 
dead aboard the plane with five bullets 
in him, Vaugh snatched the limp body 
up am hurled it out the door, saying 
later, "I just couldn•t stand to have that 
person in any part of my plane." Two 
~ople so many worlds apart. 
' Of primary importance, discussion of 
the bombing of North Vietnamese dikes 
followed. Long has also compiled a 150 
page report which in part links a sharp 
reduction in the caloric intake of. North 
Vietnamese with the destruction of 
crops and dikes by American bombers. 
''The average daily intake (in North 
Vietnam)," he said, "is 1800 calories. 
This may go down to 12 or 1300. That 
ls outrijlfrt starvation.•• 
"I am shocked." 
In a press conference that ensued 
Jane Fonda, back from North Vietnam 
anf now facing criminal charges via the 
House Internal Security Committee, 
picked. up where the Vietnamese left 
off. She reinforced the statements of 
24 foreign correspoments who in the 
Thai Binh Province Cin the Red River, 
Delta where six rivers come through)· 
on July 11, "believed the bombing ot 
dikes there was done on Pllll>Ose•" Shel• 
mentioned seeing three dikes that had 
been bombed "with nothing but rice 
pad~es _!ind hamlets in the distance." 
__ •'We have changed a nation lnafwis 
oik:e bite and green," she said, "Imo 
one which is black and yellow ••• We 
have caused Vietnamese women tc> un-
dergo breast and eye operations to Am-
ericanize themselves for the soldiers •• 
We are launching B-52 carpet bombq 
raids Cthe--P.hoenix Program) that fly 
over in a box positim am drop 30 tons 
of bombs in an area 1/2 mile 1~ and 
1/2 mlle wide, at;ypeofwarfaredesigned 
tries ••• (am in regards to the U.S. 
rairunaking operation)We are now chang-
ing their heavens as well. That is why 
I am here ••• I am shocked!'' 
Meanwhile, in the Convention Hall, 
-~'Dissidence seethed with all the 
effervescence of a stale Alka-Seltzer," 
the Republican Party's Credentials Com-
mittee was sticking its parliamemary 
knife iJKo artt-war Copgressman Paul 
("The Only Republican~')McClosby 
to the hilt. McCloskey won 61, of tbe 
primary vote in New Mexico and was 
awarded one lone delegate who be hoped 
would be able to put bis name into 
mmination, thereby affording him time 
to address ~ delegates anll ebane. 
the war. However, the Committee or-
dered that any nomlnatlm bad to be 
backed by a majority of the state's 
· delegation thus effectively elimlnatlng 
what Bp.lJ8ared to be th last psp of 
protest frun within the hall. McCioslmy 
·"'-~ (CQ1tfa1NM1 en page 6) 
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By Ken Holcombe 
'The great flood of '72' 
During the final week .:,r June. 
19;·1, :here were two fires, a 
couple of accidents, and an in-
credible array of normal and not 
so norm.11 problems which taxed 
the energies of Safety, Housing, 
and others at Ithaca College. 
While al' of these normal pro-
blems of a college community 
continued, notwithstanding a con-
vention held here by 1,000 Quack-
ers, I.e. was serving as the only 
communications link between the 
flood-beseiged Elm :ra-Corning 
area and the outside world. 
The flood, as we know, oc-
curred in many scattered areas 
of the Northeast United states 
resulting from ~easeles:, tor-
rents of rain that fell in even 
grearer volume than the tears 
they caused. The trc.,ical storm 
Agnes wreaked havoc am des-
truction unparalled . n the histoey 
of the land. In the Wilkes-Barre 
area of Pennsylvania, in the Twin 
Tiers area, am . elsewhere, 
countless homes were crus!led 
like matchboxes and cowtless 
lives were s!1'.iffed out as if they 
.were merely faltering flames. 
Draw!ng on experience from the 
flood which assaultoo the Elmira 
area in 1956, the peq,le were 
quick to evacuate themselves. 
But the emArgencies remained 
in ever-demanding frequency -
Thousands a[ different types of 
medicine were required. The sta-
ples which one takes for 
granted -- food, water, clothing, 
heat, lighting, (the list is erd-
less>-- were needed desperately 
if life and heaWt were to be sus-
tained, For ten days or more 
faculty, administrators, staff 
members, ard students of Ithaca 
College lent their energies to 
the emergency as if th~re we7:e 
no limlt to huma11 slamma. This 
is the account of that disaster 
and the story ci how their com-
passion unfo~-
Itha~~ College Responds from bedding to lubricating oil. 
Or June 24 Coordinator ?f Sgt, Donald Swind and Patrol-
Safety and Security Lows man Paul Utter worked• both at 
W ;thiam and Coordinator of Stu- the Elmira and th Ithaca Col-
dent Activities David. I_(nowlton lege posts. Eleanor Donnelly, As-
first discovered the cntical need sistant to the (then entitled) Dir-
for comm1mications when ~e: · ector of Safety D!vi!sion, ex-
escorted the convoy _3 [ beddmt hausted countless pages of legal 
and supplies to Elm ra. It wai pads to transcribe radio and 
emergency pr~edure that onl:) phone messages. Manning the 
emergency vehicles would be home base transceiver were Sgt. 
allowed into the disaster _area Charles Sinn and Sispatcher Paul 
arvl one of the Safety vehicles Charles Sin1· and Dispatcher 
here was called upon. When theY Paul Tanner. They, with Sgt. 
realized the extent of. th~ com- J amP.s Benjamin, and Patrol.man 
. m micatioo problem. Withiam and Allen Brown, wee relieved 
Knowlton returned to the C~Jus from the desk occassionally to 
to pick up a radio transceiver· make emergency runs wi.th var-
The radio equipment was brought ious types of equipment. 
back to Elm·r~ .and rigged b3 Red Tape and Hy&teria 
Mc~orola technicians atq, Moss _____ . _ . 
Hill in a Cadillac owned by El- The Genes see Brew~ l,;~mpany 
eanor Sherman, President ci was bottling water.in their ~er 
Sesco Electronics. The hill soon containers for use mthe stricken 
came to be known- as "Ca<li.llac area becau_se the ~r there was 
Hi U" typhoid-poisoned. Dairy Lee was 
Ba~k at I.e. the Safety officers supplying quarts and half gallons_ 
were just getting into w!tat would of water in cartons. Trucks of 
becomE, a week ci two-shift days. water were driven \I> from New 
There was a call into the Safety York City.IthacaCollege'sPres-
omce less than every two min- ident Ellis Phillips offeed to 
utes. The calls came not only fly supplies int? the_ E~ira-
from relif sources, but from Corning area with his .private 
anxious relatives of those living airplane. As ~ turned. ~· the 
in the flooded areas. The switch- . Al'lllY am Mannes provided the 
board was lit up with calls ~m necessary ai.r transpo~. A pro-
Colorado and California, Penn- blem in getting a cyph01.d ~rum 
sylvania ard Peoria. Each call developed as the Red . ross 
not only had to be taken -- it had refused to cut through pi~s. of 
to be relayed. Dave Lord,Direc- red tape. 'l!le sermn matenal1~ 
tor cf Housing, had his hauls full from somewhere. And d~ m 
providing places for upwaXd.s of the disaster area peq,le like IC 
60 victim3 to stay. As Safety Psy('holc:,gy Prof. Bob ~erry, _ 
officers attempted to bo:1st the Dave Knowl!on, _aul Lou Withiam 
morale of these victims, other were engagmg m what _was per-
college persormel like Physical haps the m'lst tramna~ic exper-
Plant Director Emi 1 Policay, ard ience citheir lives as they worked 
Mechanic Bob Maycomher, Bus tirelessly assisting in the relief 
Driver Milton Todd, and Main- of fifteen thousand victims. They 
tenance·Foremnn Gerald Grange were joined by cotmtless others 
. m~de volunteer trips to ~e from the ithaca area, Wl'lich was 
flooded areas with everythmg also dealing with a flood or som~ 
WELCOME BACI< 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
FREEc~\W! 
ICE 
CREAM 
,,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,...,.,.,.,..,.,..,.,.,.,..,.,..,..,.,1 
· I THIS COUPON IS GOOD I I FOR A FREE ICE CREAM I I DESSERT WITH THE I I PURCHASE OF ANY ITEM I I Of fer expires Sept. 30th.. I 
1,,..,...,..,.,..,..,..,.,.,.,.,.,..,..,..,.,..,...,.,..,..,..,..,..,.,.,.,..,..,1 
ITHACA: on rt.13across· 
from Purity.ice cream 
.•.:.c,-:,_.,...~,:, _______ . ___________________________________ ~ 
consideable prq1ortions. Itha-
ca's Mayor Ed Conley spent tim~ 
in both counties. Dale Grover of 
the Ithaca Police Department 
was dispatching at the departmo?nt 
one night w!1en it occurred to 
him to offer his assistance w!1en 
his shift ene 
him to offer his assistance. When 
his shift ended at 10:30 p.m., 
Grover went to Elm'ra to see 
what he could do. He· remained 
there foi' seven more days. 
The whole coocept of flood re-
lief may seem to be. a_n abstract 
Meanwhile, the cntical ~ed 
for sll)plies continued. Lou W tth-
iam tells us that he put 2,lOO 
miles on his car during· four 
days of making the 30-m"le run 
between Ithaca and Elmira.Med-
ical supplies had to be driven 
in from Syracuse and New York 
City when Ithaca and Rochester's 
supplies became severelytaxed. 
haze of sem·-reality to one who 
has no~ had a par:. ;n the emer-
gency-ridden aftermath of a dis-
aster. But to Dave Kn-'lw)ton, Lou 
Withiam, and others, after two 
months of :etrospective memory 
and re-memory, it still remc1ins 
a very real kaleidoscope of fan-
tasy and horror. As Dave re-
counted his experience earlythis 
week in an informal press meet-
ing, in Job Hall's board room, 
one could alm,Jst feel the hys-
terical vibrations of volunteers 
and victims alike as they went 
about the business of turning 
the world rightside up again. He 
remembers well the hysterical 
womc:n who refused to leave her 
house for fear that ~t wo;ild catch 
Conti.D'led :11.1 Page 17 
Union Renovation 
This Semester 
According to Bob Howland, 
Director of Business Concerns, 
construction on the Union 
rennovation project will begin this 
coming Tuesday. The project, 
taking place both in the Union and 
the Towers area, is expected to be 
completed during Christmas 
three-quarters will become a new 
coffeehouse. Upstairs, the Union 
games area will move into the 
present Recreation Room and 
services will be expanded. The 
dining area in the Union will also 
be renovated with more "efficient 
vaction. A timetable will be feeding" in mind. It will also be 
available next week ~oncerning the carpeted and refurnished. 
project. 
Under the chairmanship 'Jf Replacing the present Union 
Francine Strauss, a committee recreation room will be a 
composed of eight students and renovated Towers Dining area, 
two faculty members drew up the enclosed with glass on the East . 
plans for the project at last year's side, and provided with new 
end. They reportedly spent two · furnishings, carpets, and the 
and d half hours a day for two . addition of a lighting grid for 
weeks drawing up the plans. theatrical lighting. Mr. Howland, 
According to Dave Knowlton, and others involved are manifold. 
Student Activities Coordinator, a It is expected that the change will 
financial problem developed when make the Union area mo1e 
the architect hired by the College pleasant and effective. It is hoped 
made some miscalculations. that the Egbert Union will come 
Attributing the mistake to a to be viewed as the hub of active 
.. failure to take last summer's flood on-going programs for the campm 
and rising costs into account, community. Another aim is to 
Knowlton told the Ithacan this provide more adequate office 
week that an extra $90,000 was space for student government in 
needed for the project. the Union. They are presently 
The plans for the renovation situated on the ground floor of the 
were approved by the Pla'nning West Tower. 
Council last April 27, and the 
Executive Committee of the Board 
of Trustees has approved the 
plans. 
At least four or five contractors 
were involved in the planniilg 
stages and the committee ha~ 
settled on one, Stewart anc 
Bennett,· to handle the: 
construction. According to Mr. 
Knowlton, the firm is "Very good 
on renovation projects." 
The renovation plans, as 
completed, provide for a move of 
the two bookstores on campus to 
the Towers area in which the Pub 
was located last year. The Pub will 
be located in the old Union 
bookstore. One quarter of the 
Union Lounge will become a quiet 
snack bar area for faculty-student 
c o n f e r e n c es . T h·e o t h e r 
Early this week a petition was 
being circulated by girls from the 
East Tower and others which 
decried the move and demanded 
further. campus-wide discussion 
over the project. It was charged in 
the petition taht there was no 
effort made last year to invotv4 
the campus community in general' 
in the plans. At a press conference 
'on Monday, representatives of the 
administration and the media 
countered that there had indeed· 
been much communication 
concerning the plans last year and 
that there was ample opportunity 
for anyone interested to get 
involved. As of press time, the 
petition seemed to have been 
taken out of circulation by 11s 
initiators. 
WELCOME STUDENTS 
COIIE IN AND BROWSE 
'· 
PRINTS GIIT3 
STATIONARY 
l1S·l7S.(A \ST.. onw, TOWN ITHACA 
t. 
C"'Town Bust Court Testimony 
By Christopher Tufty 
Editor's Note: This is the court with the gas, amt with watery eyes 
testimony that Christopher Tufty we ran up the hill and into the 
presented when he was arrested Roth's apartment. 
during last spring's Collegetown We remained there for about 45 
block party disturbance. minu.tes, talking about the 
On the night of Saturday, disturbances outside, about jobs, 
May 13th, my friends Robert school, while we were eating some 
Epstein and I left the Temple rice pilaf. At about 12:30 Sunday 
movie theatre at about 11:00.PM morning, Robert, Micheal and I 
after watching "The Godfather". went outside again to try to go 
We drove to the Salty Dog and ba«e_k to my car two blocks away. 
discovered that.. there was an We were soon stopped by another 
admission charge, so we drove up cloud of teargas, so we doubled 
to Collegetown to visit Robert's back, to get to the car by going 
friends, Micheal and Andrea Roth around the block the long way. At 
who live in the 200-300 block of the intersection of Dryden Road 
College Avenue. We knew nothing and College Ave., there were about 
of any type of gathering. We were two firetrucks spraying water at 
prohibited from entering the street the University Deli. This was the 
and were told to park on a nearby intersection we were planning on 
sidestreet. We then walked over to going through to get to the car, 
College Avenue where police were but the police had blocked off this 
throwing teargas and pepper gas exit also, trappin_g us in. We 
cannisters. An alarm was ringing paused for a moment, wondering 
avoce Midtown Records and there what to do when a couple of 
were approximately 500-700. police officers approached us and 
people on the streets and told us to get moving. We turned 
sidewalks. We talked to a few and started heading south, staying 
spectators who didn't reallly know on the east side of the sidewalk. 
what was going on; some thought The police nudged us with their 
that it was a continuation of the . night-stic~s. I replied, 'Tm going, 
anti-war demonstration of last I'm going, take it easy." Then 
week; others thought it was some Robert, who was walking a few 
kind of parade. Then. Mayor steps ahead of me overheard the 
hand cuffed · and lead over to a 
wall by the BP gas station with 
two others who were also 
handcuffed. As we were waiting, 
the police hurled a teargas 
cannister at the station and it 
landed about 30 feet away. I 
shouted to an officer to either give 
us gasmasks or kick the can away. 
Slowly, he batted it away·, with his 
night-stick. Socin after 'that, a 
squad car pulled into the gas 
station ·and the three of us were 
approached by about four or five 
policemen. I was pulled up by two 
officers and lead to the rear door 
of the car. Then as I started 
entering the car normally, I was 
pulled back by an unidentified, 
masked officer, told to turn 
around and sit on the rear seat. As 
soon as I had done this, he hit me 
in the mouth with his fist, causing 
me to fall backwards, and my 
upper lip started bleeding. 
Then at about 12:55 AM I was 
searched, identified, and jailed, 
still not knowing what I was 
arrested for. I remained in a cell 
for about four and Robert bailed 
me out and I was told to report to 
a court arraignment at 9:30 AM 
Monday the 15th of May. 
Conley arrived in a police station police say, .. Let's arrest this one." At about noon on Monday, I 
wagon at about ll:30 PM and Suddenly I was grabbed from was called to stand before Judge 
informed the people that no one behind by two officers and hauled William C. Barrett who charged me 
had been issued a street-permit back behind police ranks when I with J?isorderly Conduct and told 
and that no one was allowed in the . was told to sit down. When I me that I had to proVide my own 
residental area of College Avenue. obeyed~ I was promEilY kneed in -attorney in the event that I 
He-then left. About five minutes the stomach, so I moved back a wanted a hearing. I was also told 
later, the police started throwing few steps. This angered the that my arr_esting officer was 
tear gas cannisters again. This time officers, who grabbed me again Anthony Dorangrichia, a graduate 
· Robert and I were surrounded and held me tight. Then I· _was student at Cornell. 
- . . 
Immediately after most Ithaca -· th · th fi st College students had left Ithaca Early in e everung, e r 
two arrests were made whenmu-
lasi spring, the infamous ,Col- , sic from a stereo th'at was lodged 
leget~..!'11 Block _p~ confroDta. in the window of a house on 
tion took place. OnSaturday,May College Avenue was played loudly 
13th, at about 9:30 p.m., a clash into the street. The arrests re-,_ 
began between police and around suited in jeers am obscene ex- · -
400 people who had gathered on changes between the crowd and 
College Ave. near Catherine St. the police. A car load of police 
for a publicized open parcy. On arrived on the scene to join the 
the· previous Thursday, an anti- few patrolmen who were already 
war rally in Collegetown led to there; all 9r them dormed I_iot thousands of dol}ars of damage gear. The police began making 
at Cornell and m Cpllegetown, arrests while scuffles broke out 
the tear gassing and arrest of · in different areas. More police 
se~~I _ ~monstr~~· and a . arrived, including Cornell Safecy 
rnerally uneasy mtuation. :Signs Division patrolmen, a_sthecrowd 
ad been _posted for days all had grown in size to nearly 800 
aro~ the C~ll cainpus ad- keyed up people. Police threw 
;?rtiSUJg the · Second Annual one or two cannisters of tear 
ol_legetown Block Party." Last gas in an tmsuccessful attempt 
Yf:ar a _ block party took place to disperse the crowd. Near 1~0 ~ a- permit, o~r official 10:30, Ithaca Mayor, Ed Conley, 0 
~ection. 'l'be orgamzers or the arrived at the scene to survey 
ptoartyh this year had no permit the situation, offering remarks 
old the event. 
_. ~ ~. •I_,', • 
such as; ''No one has given you 
a permit to use the street." 
Scuffles am bottle throwing con-
tinued while the tension between 
the peopleandthepolicemotml:ed. 
By il p."m: the crowdhad 
reached its peak of 1000 and ani-
mosicy had grown between the 
two factions. At this point the 
police began to hurl many police 
made tear gas cannisters toward 
the crowd after a suggestion to 
tpe owner to close. One can-
nister smashed through the win-
dow of the Universicy Dell filling 
the store with gas am ca~ 
injury to many of the patrons. 
The tear gas continued to fill the 
air while police began making 
arrests, swinging their clubs 
freely am shouting obscenities 
at the people they chased, while 
rocks -and potties were thrown 
bY: people further away from 
TIie hbacan, September 7', 1912, l'age .J 
them. At 11:30 Mayor Conley 
annmmced an offer or an alter-
native site for the party on the 
Cornell campus, but few people 
heard him, atd those. who did 
ignored the offer. At 12:30 a.m., 
the melee still continued, with 
·the police following-a procedure 
of having peq,le beaten. hand-
cuffed aJ¥I arrested. 
By 12:30, two carloads of 
Sheriff's deputies bad arrived 
· armed with shotguns, while a 
crowd of about 200 remained in 
the area. The deputies brought 
a certain peace to the intersec-
tion near College Avenue, al-
though cOJJfrontations continued 
alcng Dryden Road where the 
people blocked the road am were 
clubbed am. gassed by thepolice. 
Over fifty police were clearly in 
control by 2:30 a.m. when they 
routed the last orthepeoplefrom 
the streets. 
Altogether, twenty-nine peq,le 
were arrested in the four hour 
battle. atd charged, for the most 
part, with disorderly conduct. 
During the encounler, the Ithaca 
Police Departmert and the De-
puty Sheriffs were generally not 
wearing their badges. The entire· 
incident caused many bad feel-
ings between Collegetown resi-
dents and localofticl.als. 
A swsequem block party en-
sued two Sundays ago, this ti.me, 
with the city's approval. The at-
mosphere was calm, yet seem-
ingly less relaxed U..an the May 
affair in its initial stages, as 
participants roamed the streets 
of Collegetown listening to music 
and drinking various beveJ;"ages. 
Perhaps the spark or spomaneicy 
evident last May was snuffed for 
good. In any case, the wary eye 
o f Cicy Hall has evidertly be-· 
come cause for secord thoughts 
in the mims of Ithacans more 
impulsive residents. 
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Expresses Gratitude 
To the Editor: 
After spending eight or nine 
months on a program all one 
usually gets is a headache and a 
sense of relief that the event is 
over, but all the people who 
worked on Orientation deserve 
more than that. I would therefore 
like to give recognition where it 1~ 
due, to the students who worked 
on the Freshmen Orientation 
Committee. To Russ Lyons, who 
with his co-chairwoman Robin 
Kaufman, did a phenomenal job m 
running the carnival, to Marsha 
Popick who organized the Faculty 
Visitation, in which 200 students 
and 30 faculty members 
participated, to Jan Siskind who 
ran the Freshmen Center and tried 
to counsel the Freshmen on how 
to put together an academic 
program, to the co-chairmen 
Natalie Scholl and Robert Hanford 
and to the rest of the Orientat10n 
Hosts, thanks for making this one 
of the most successful Oncn tation 
programs that this campus has 
seen. 
Seth C. Levin 
Chm. Freshmen Orientation 
Davi~ Gives Thanks 
To the editor: 
I would like to take this op-
portunity to thank those students 
who spent so much time and 
energy in order to assist and 
·welcome this year's entering 
Fressbmen. Deserving of parti-
cular attention are the Orienta-
tion Hosts: Leslie Bern.lo, 
Jackie Ectiy, Leah Fackos,Carol 
. Franklin, Joame Gerstein, Terry 
Goldstan, Eliot Golub, SamyGo~ -
thoffer, Robert Hartford, Bill 
JafCe, Trish Jargonsky, Robert 
Kaufman, _Seth Levine, Jeff 
Lewis, Russ Lyons, PauIMarino, 
Steve McCiuski, Marsha Pq,ick; 
Debbie Sainer, NatalieScholl stu 
· Shapiro, Jan Siskind, N.:0cy 
W aks, Chris Di.St.efano, Maureen 
McGhan, Kevin Parsky, Dale 
Rauch, Julie Rosenfield, Barbara 
S:evens, Jeff Rothfus, and Barry 
Daufman. 
Without the dedication of these 
and countlessothersthe Orienta-
tion would not have been the suc-
cess that it was. 
Sincerely, 
Greg Davis 
Student Body President 
A Mother's Conr:ern 
To the Editor: 
As the mother of Rennie 
Davis, who has given such a large 
part of his adult life trying to end 
this war in vietnam, I am writing 
to express my appreciation to 
Mayor Hall and Police Chief 
Pomeranc.;e. 
Rennie almost lost his life in 
Chicago. The police advanced on 
him shouting "Kill Davis." While 
they m::inaged to split his head 
open be escaped with his life only 
because he managed to crawl 
under a fence where his friends 
saved him. 
Rennie has told us how 
u'nderstanding Miami Beach 
officials have been about the right 
of Americans to dissent against 
this horrible war. 
Mayor Hall and Chief 
Pomerance have done so much to 
restore the confidence of the 
youth of America in the 
establishment. Let us hope that 
the attitude of Attorney General 
Kleindienst will not prevail, who 
seems to be saying that if the 
dissenters blink ~n eyelash there 
will be a repeat of what happened 
in Washington during Mayday_ As 
is well known, thousands of 
demonstrators were illegally 
arrested as they tried to bring 
home to America what this war is 
doing to our beloved country. 
DOROTHY DA VIS 
New Port Richey 
August 20, 1972 
Comment by Jay Newman 
There appears to be a great difference of opinion in many college 
communities on what the role of the student rwt media should be. This 
opinion lies dormant, unvoiced by individuals for most of each sem-
ester. However, at times during any given school term, views on the 
role of the college media surface. 
These discussions usually follow on the heals of some major cam-
pus news-event. In the heat of things it-is common for not only the 
event, but the college media' sreportingofthe event to become issues. 
Having witnessed and participated in many discussions on the role -0f 
college media, I have arrived at the conclusion that many ._1eq,le 
really have a distorted picture of the subject. Titis is true not only 
of those who consume the media, but of many student journalists 
as well. 
Just who should the college madia serve'? The stock answer is that 
the college media have the respansibility to serve the community as 
a whole. I wlll not anroe with such an interpretation. Wl1at I do find 
fault w!th are the views that usuallyfollowwhen irdividuals start de-
fining what they mean by serving the community as a whole. 
An individual's attitude on the subject seems to depend on his re-
lationship to the particular news coverage being discussed. When 
individuals are touched by coverage of a particular news event their 
definition of serving the comm unity as a whole smmds more and more 
like a commam for the media to serve their particular interest 
grml). Two incidents involving the coverage of major campus riews 
stories at Ithaca College over the lastthreeyears serve to illustrate 
this point. 
During the Spring Semester of 1971, it was brought'to my attention 
that one of the fraternities on campus was deviating from the normal 
bounds covering the iniation of new members. The reorts were sub-
stantiated by several sotn"ces, but spokesmen for the fraternity in-
volved denied that anything unusual was takingplace. Fraternity mem-
bers requested the information not be broadcast. According to the 
fraternity's offices, what went on in a fraternity's iniation was com-
pletely a private affair that the rest of th community had no right 
to !mow about. &>me even went so far as to suggest it was the radio 
station's responsibility not to broadcast any reports that would 
make the fraternity involved look bad. 
My second illustration involves an incident that took place just 
this past spring. Traditionally, the names of those peq,le who are 
being considered for positions on the Ithaca College Board of Trus-
tees remain confidential until after they have been confirmed. How-
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MAY~RS SMOKE SHOP. 
TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
• 
Cigars - Sc • $1.00' 
domestic - imported 
Cigarettes -
all the popular and 
many of the hard~r-
tc,..find 
Tobaccos-
over a hundred brand, 
Estahlishecl 1899 
318 E. State St. - Next to Strand Theater 
One of the most complete Tobacco Shops 
in Central New York 
also, featuring a wide selection, (over2500titles) of 
PAPER BACK BOOKS 
Books for class rooms, 
general reading, 
instruction and pleasure 
Also a Complete Line 
of current magazines 
Stop in and Browse 
'' ':.:-,·. , .. ,. ', 
SMOKER'S SUPPLIES 
• 
Pipe1-
Comoy, Charatan, 
G.B.B., Sa1ieni, 
Kaywoodie, The Pipe 
Lighten-
Tobacco Pouches 
P_ipe Racks 
• 
Expert Pipe Repairing 
·.' ..... · 
.. 
. ,·. ;, ,. ' 
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Arrested at The Convention 
by Jack Sheridan 
Editor's Note: The 
following article is the account of 
one person arrested for protesting 
at the GOP convention. The story 
is told in his words from notes he 
made during his stay in Miami 
Beach. 
Attention, you arc all under 
the arrest of Dade County. . 
This was announced to us by an 
overfed_, uniformed Qolicc chief. 
We were then surrounded by 
police and one by one we were 
finger printcd,photographed,and 
arrested. There were over two 
hundred of us arrested. 
It had all started when a 
bare-breasted lesbian in our ranks 
set a strip of red,white and blue 
bunting on fire. When she did this, 
the crowd went wild,cheering, 
. yipping, and clapping. The crowd 
off Lis:t 
on~ny 
one 
record 
-~ 
then moved to the next street lane 
to burn the colors there. That 
move ended when the police 
surrounded us. 
They took us to jail in rented 
t r u c k s . ,S i t t i n g w i t h 
angry ,sweaty ,anxious Zippie in 100 
degree plus heat, I began to realize 
what my freedom of thought had 
cost me. 
Two hundred twelve prisoners 
were arrested and taken before 
several different judges. The judges 
were inconsistant in hearing the 
prisoners; some asked fqr a plea of 
guilty or innocent, while others 
wanted no plea made. Bail was 
generally set at $50.00. When we 
got back from seeing the judge, we 
started singing "We All Live in a 
Concentration Camp", sung to the 
tune of "Yellow Submarine". 
When evening · came we were 
moved to another jail. During the 
woman's Coalition takes to the streets 
move came the chance to try an 
escape. They took us by bus to a 
stockade. As soon as the bus 
started moving, I went to work on 
the windows which were covered 
with a heavy screen. Several 
Zippies helped me tear the screen 
half way off, and when I had 
enough room. I punched out _the. 
glass window. I was just a b~u! ~~ 
climb c,-1.l.t but the bus had arriveo 
at the srocKaae. ' 
Once inside the stockade we 
compared it to the county jail and 
found it fa,vorable because we now 
had beds, toilets, showers, and 
some peace. In the stockade were 
sixty avowed Zippies, and one 
unaffiliated. We were visited by 
the American Civil Liberties Union 
and were told that the judge 
would lower bail. We decided 
to draw up a list of our 
demands. This act was the only 
th_ing we felt we were guilty of and 
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V ippJe 11 N ude-in" 
we felt justified. search light. watching. waiting hke 
With bail set at Sl0.00 one of babysitters. Using our bodies as 
,alphabet letters we spelled out the 
us was able to get out. He then three words, Fuck You Pig, lying 
found bail for another friend, who Ill the dirt waiting for the 
got the money for another, and so helicopter search lights to pass 
on until I was finally free. Five over us. When they did spot us we 
minutes after ·eitht of us got out, cheered, and the helicopters 
three were again arrested for jay quickly darted away. 
walking. 
Back at Flamingo Park, tear gas That was our last outward 
was prevalent. Five helicopters resistance. We left Miami early the 
flipped us out circling with a next morning. 
Dealers Fork Over 
Miami Beach (LNS)- Unlike the· 
Republicans, movement people 
can't rely on ITT-type friends to 
foot the bill for their political 
activity. But during the 
Republican Convention a certain 
business interest did come forward 
with financial aid to the 
demonstrators to supplement the 
amount people put out 
themselves. 
A group from Atlanta, calling 
itself the Sm•th-eastern Hemp 
Dealers Association donated 
$500.00 "to bail our sisters and 
brothers out of jail." The 
donation, they explained, "is taxes 
from profits made in dealing." 
Their statement went, on "We 
remind our felfow- -dealers across 
Amenca that we ITIUst . . . we 
make there." 
The Atlanta group pointed out 
that in their communities "dealers 
help support clinics, crisis centers 
and political propaganda and 
organizations." The Dealers 
Association calls formation of 
"dealers' collectives, to insure low 
prices and high quality drugs; to 
fight hard drugs and to support 
our sisters and brothers and to 
fight oppression in any form." 
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~oltinued f:roin11a~'l) 
remarked, "1bis is the first crack in 
the dike. Every young person who spoke 
up on rn,, behalf has been told bv the 
White House that hispolitical career will 
be through." 
Back at the Citizen's Investigation, 
Poet Allen Ginsberg, a figure net unfa-
miliar to many of those in attendance but 
for the last several years a low profi!e 
in the movement, was addressing the 
topic or •'The Politics of Heroin in 
Southeast Asia". In an intricately de-
tailed analysis based on Al Ml'Coy's 
book of the same name, Ginsberg doc-
umented and ref~ed the myth beingper-
petuated by the American goverrun,mt 
that the :source of illegal opium trading 
is Turkey. In fact, he said, accordbg 
to an Iranian government official's report 
to the United Nations Seminar on Nar-
cot!cs Control on August 31, 1970, 7(1'/o 
or 1,000 toos of the world's illegal 
opium supply originates in Southe,ast 
Asia." Turkey accounted for a mere 
IO%. He traced the origins of American 
involvement as far back as 1945 when 
gangsters were sent to Sicily to bolster 
Mafia elements, the initial traffickers. 
He cited the development of a network 
of operatioos beginning with French 
supervision of the opium trade and con-
tinuing through the s14>ercession of Am-
erican officials in 1954 after the Geneva 
Conference 14> to Vice Air Marshall 
Nguyen Cao Ky's attachment to the in-
famous "Operation Haylift" via Air 
America transport planes in the early 
60's. The latter case involves opium 
flown from major centers in Laos to 
Saigon where it too often finds its way 
as pure heroin into the main veins of 
"our boys over there." 
In addition, he criticized the Nixon 
Administration's attem,.-ts to abort the 
entrance of marijuana into the colllltry 
<remember ~eration Intercept'?) as in-
advertantly fueling· the rise in harder 
drugs entering !!Jjl United States. As 
a result, he stated, thenumberofjunkies 
listed as approximately 250,000 upon 
Nixon's asslll11ption of office in 1969 
has jumped over 10<1'/o. 
This investigation was no great clan-
destine affair, Ginsberg pointed out 
repeatedly. "It's all there in the news-
papers." (Note: Excerpts from Gins-
berg's speech are expected to be pre-
sented som~ time in the near future on 
a local radio station.) 
''Together in love an4 revolutionary embrace" 
· .. ~·· 
That evening, in a tribute commem-
orating the first _ennivjsary of George 
Jackso11's death at San Q.uentin Prison. 
attorney William K•lnstler signalled the 
continuation of prisoner's rebe Ilion 
across the country. ••.-\s long as they 
have breath to breathe and !llood to 
flow," he said, "'they are not going to let 
this system tear them down." With 
glasses perched familiarly atop his 
balding forehead, Kunstler's powerfully 
deep wice pleaded, in closing, "If they 
(prisoners) can be together in love and 
revolutionary embrace, why the fuck 
can't we be together in the same way? 
· All power to the people!'' 
Then, as apartment residents along 
Washington Avenue (where the rally was 
held) slamm.:.-d their shutters and hid 
under their beds, the grand eloquent 
.t .. 
·i::. 
•"·!'J . . 
. . , . 
. . ,, 
voice of California. Black Panther 
Party Chairman Bobby Seale. once again 
reviewed the community-Suni,·al Pro-
grams that ban~ been· lnstitutedthrough-
out the cities of the t·ruted States. "In-
stitutions must be transformed to sen·e 
the people." he said. "If ~·ou have an 
_ ounce of hwnanism in you or ~-ou have 
a molllltain of it °'1erflowing. you're 
gonna have to learnhowtoget it mo\ing.'' 
Wall talking . 
During the second day of testimons 
before the Citizen's Panel. Daniel Ells-
berg of Pentagon ·paper notoriety, 
~ntered in dark suit and tie explaining, 
he had just come from the Fontainbleu 
where he had spoken to a. gro1') . of 
delegates as a guest of Paul McCloskey. 
photos by Tom Nast 
"These. arc ·m~· fighting ·cl~hes/' the 
former R:\XD cmplo,-ee said. His dis-
cussion touched 011 his contact with fo1·-
mer l'nder Secreta,;y of State for, Far 
Eastern Affairs. John Cartel' Vinent.ln 
a cable sent to &!cretary of State Dean 
Acheson on D"?cember :?3, 19-16, Vincent 
counselled him that- the French were 
making a great fT!istake--- in t~ing to 
' fight the \"ietnamese people. "In short, 
. tl1e:"1·. (the French) are t~ing to do with 
a ~·ount~· di\ided in France with inad-
. equate milica~· forces w!1at a strongly 
united Britain chose not to do in Burma. 
l'nder an.,· ci"rcur,stances. guerrilla 
(Continued on page 8) 
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PRESENTS 
'On Stage 4 , 
willt special guest star including such features as 
'the New Student' 
informal fashion shows, room settings, 
and a bazaar of a dozen differe.nt dreams 
Come in and get to. kno~ ·us:·f 
FOURTH FLOOR ·. 
ANYBODY WHO OPE.\'S LP A .'\"Eh' CHARGE ..f.CCOC.\T h'ITH i:s 
IS ELIGIBLE FOR A PRIZE: A PAJD-CP CHARGE A.CCOL".\"T OF S/00.00! 
TWO 550. PRIZES FOCR ~.!5. PRIZi\· 
lack to Cool 
Bootery 
$16.-$41.· 
·Men &. Women· 
DUNHAM'S 
CONTINENTAL TYROLEANS~ 
There's a new boss boot on sampus! Dunham's Continen-
t~I .Tyroleans", d~sifned in Italy for mountaineerin2 and 
h1k1n2, have ~een taken over by student power and claimed· 
as their own camp~ footgear: Ruued as all o·utdoors, SUP· 
pie leathers. 2enuine Vibram soles. Styles for He and She 
... 1rrrreat in every. war! . · 
FONTAN.'S . . Coll•1•••wn :_ . -.cl,dy ··~- .· 
272-2Cllq· ·· 9-5:J0· __ : __4,~JY:;~.i 
' ' . ·-~~' ··- _: .,,. · .. ,._ ,: .. , ,.._, ,, .. 
.New Health Center Post 
by Terry Wilson 
The Health Clinic has a new 
staff member called a "Nurse 
Clinician". Dr. Hammon, head of 
the health center, explained to us 
that the purpose of a "Nurse 
Clinician", who she is, what her 
duties are, and· what training she 
has had to qualify her for the 
position. According to Dr. 
Hammond, "Nurse Clinician" is a 
type of "Physician Assistant". 
Mrs. Blackman, who has assumed 
the title of nurse clinician and who 
is a veteran member with 
seventeen other nurses this 
summer. Training took place at 
both The Syracuse Community 
General H ospitai and at the 
Upstate Medical Center. The· 
program was created to train 
nurses to do jobs which doctors 
normally have to do, but which 
nurses could do if they were 
trained. 
The nurses went through a Basic 
training program ranging over 
many different areas, including 
history-taking, diagnosing 
responses and assisting a doctor in 
everyday duties. After their basic 
training, the nurses placed 
emphasis on certain areas Mrs. 
Blackman has placed her emphnsis 
on orthopedic problems, 
gynecology and general illnesses. 
Mrs. Blackman was required to 
have three or four days of 
classroom and clinic work, and an 
equivalent amount of outside 
study. 
The department that sponsored 
the program, a sub-department of 
H,E.W., is called the Health 
Service and Ment-al Health 
Administration. The direct funders 
of the program are an offshoot of. 
the above and are called The 
Regional Medical Service. 
Mis. · Blackman is now serving 
her "preceptorship', which is 
somewhat like a trial period. Dr. 
Hammond is her preceptor. After 
she serves a term on her 
preceptorship she will be entitled 
to the official title of "Nurse 
Clinician" if she has fulfilled her 
duties under Dr. Hammond's 
supervision. 
Mrs. Blackman remains the 
Supervisor of Nurses, however she 
Photo by Walter Leiding 
will be relieved of some of her 
duties as Head Nurse, so as to free 
her to work in closer association 
with the doctors. She will be 
handling recheck examinations fqr 
Birth Control patients, and will be 
able to do such. things as diagnose 
knee injuries and handle problems 
that students formerly had to wait 
_for the doctor to see. Dr. 
Hammond also stated that Mrs. 
Blackman would be an expert on 
VD." a nurse clinician can only 
work under the guidelines set up 
by the doctor she is working 
under, so a doctor may or may not 
specify certain duties that Mrs. 
Blackman has. 
Both Dr. Hammond and Mrs. 
Blackman feel the benefits to the 
students will be great. As Dr. 
Hammond put it, a Nurse Clinician 
could help create, "medical 
efficiency". Mrs. Blackman feels 
the students will most notice the 
fact that they will have to wait 
much less time to see a doctor or 
nurse. Both Dr. Hammond · and 
Mrs. Blackman hope the program 
will be received well. 
Someone to Listen 
~RISIS CENTER 
By Andra Youngberg 
If you ever need someone to 
talk to, there's always someone 
who's willing to listen. You'll find 
that person at ll6 Coddington 
Road or by dialing 3158 or 
274-3518. He's a' member of the 
staff at the Crisis Center and if 
you've got a problem they'd like 
to help at any time, twenty-four 
hours . a day. "They" are 16 
sophomores, juniors, ·and seniors· 
at Ithaca College who volunteered. 
to man telephones and -talk to 
people who drop in. You may 
have a problem which seems to 
have no. ,solution. A counselor 
might be able to help you see the 
way out. But even if they 
Personally can't advise you they 
probably know women who 
can. There is a referral list of 
doctors, lawyers, religious leaders 
and agencies to which they can 
send you. And all names and 
conversations are kept completely 
confidential. 
Each of the counselors went 
thr~ugh a 72 hour training session. 
Dunng this time they learned how 
to cope · with particular problems 
dealing•. with health,' drugs, 
Pre,gnancy and _any,: bad situations 
. . '·- -
people ·might find themselves in. 
The counselors also learned about 
role-playing. Part of the training 
sessio~ was conducted by Dr. 
Hammond. 
The Center was the idea of Dave 
Knowlton, now one of the 
advisors. One of the other 
advisors, Dr. Rand, helped set up 
the Center last semester. The third 
advisor is Herb Genfan. 
There w.ere ten counselors on 
last year's staff. Four of those 
have since moved on and ten more 
have joined the Center. Each staff 
member works three weeknights, 
one weekend night and 
twenty-four daytime hours each 
month. Three members of the 
staff live at ll6 Coddington Road, 
which is a house owned by "Ithaca 
College maintained for this 
project. It's a real house and a nice 
place just to sit and talk. You 
don't have to have a pressing 
problem to go_ over. 
The staff° and advisors meet for 
·r our hours a week to discuss 
counseling problems. Their training 
is a continuous process. Just 
remember-if you ·want to talk, 
. there's al~ays sorneone on· the· 
other end of the Une:· 
··:,. 
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By R abort R agers 
REGISTER AND VOTE 
by Chip Poole 
Election day is only two 
months away and for many of us 
it will be our first opportunity to 
vote in a national election. On 
November 7 not only can you vote 
for President and Vice President 
but also for Representatives in 
Congress, and State Senators. If 
you are 18 or will be by Nov. 7 
you "~-~ eligle to vote in this 
election - - • but you must be 
registered. 
To register to vote in Ithaca you 
must be a permanent legal resident 
of Tompkins County which means 
that you must have lived here at 
least one month before the 
elections. Underl!faciuate students 
who are unmarried, financially 
dependent on their parents and 
who do not intend to remain in 
the county atter graduation, are 
not eligable to register in Tompkins 
County. In order to vote you must 
obtain an absentee ballot from the 
town in which you reside. 
Applications can be picked up by 
the voter, by a member of his or 
her family, or they may be 
requested by mail. the best thing 
to do if you have not already filled 
out an application for an absentee 
ballot is to write the Board of 
Elections in your town or county 
to obtain information on deadlines 
and rules concerning absentee 
voting. 
Registration in Ithaca must be 
CORNELL 
CONCERT 
COMMISSION 
PRESENTS 
done in person at the Board of 
Elections, 128 East Buffalo Street. 
The office is open from 9 AM to 
4:30 PM and can be reached for 
further information by calling 
273-6345. Local registration will 
also take place at local polling 
places on October 6th, 7th, and 
10th. 
Absentee ballots for registe1 ed 
voters of Tompkins County must 
be obtained from the Board of 
Elections on 128 East Buffalo 
Street. All absPntee applications 
must be filled with the board by 
October 31 and the voted ballot 
must be returned to the office no 
later than 12 :00 on the Monday 
before •election. 
ELTON JOHN. 
- ~ ' . . 
........ ., ..... -~.,,.-.. -~ -· -
Tuesday Sept. 26 
tickets: $5.00 
on sale at 
8:30 
• .. - ...... -·· - ... ,, - • 1'•. •r. ... • ••• "4i,. 
~ . 
The other convention 
(Continued from page 6) 
. warfare may continue indefinitely." El-
lsberg recently sa Vincen in Cam-
bridge who acknowledged the cable and 
queried, •'What was it I said? Ten years, 
fifteen years?" Ellsberg replied, "iou 
said, "irdefinit.ely' ." 
Ellsberg informed his audience that 
0 Richard Nixon will be renominated by 
delegates who have never heard and have 
neve r demanded to know what · the 
"Secret Plan" was four years ago." 
In talks on May 14, 1969 with National 
Security advisor Henry Kissi~r, Ell~ 
berg said, Soviet Ambassador Dobrynm 
was told that "if the Russians didn't 
bring about a settlement we would es-
calate ... in the way we have escalated." 
Thus Hanoi knew what they were in for 
four years ago. Resolutely Ellsberg 
added, "And to no one's surprise but 
perhaps those two men (Nixon and 
Kissenger), they fought on, ard have 
continued to fight on." 
"The shattering of a dream" 
It was once again the Vet's moment 
late in the afternoon. As the rain began 
to fall, the hundred or so who gathered 
on the grass in front of the Convention 
Hall were reminded of the fact that 
it was raining bombs in Indochina. At 
that point a paraplegic Vet named Rob-
ert Mueller was voicing his regrets. 
''The only difference between you and 
me,'" he said, " is that the bullet hit 
the spinal chord. The big disability is 
in the shatt.ering of a dream that I had .• 
I actually had tears in my eyes standing 
at attention at Marine Corps barracks, 
when they played the National Anthem 
because I was so proud t~ be an Amer-
ican. It was a very sad awakening to 
find out that they were just words •.• 
I was not proud to be an American 
because I was not proud or w,1at this 
country had done." 
For those non delegates who hadn't 
experienced such first hand sufferirig, 
the so called . &reet Without Joy in 
Vietnam (Highway 1 stretching from 
Saigon to Hanoi) was spiritually trans-
placed onto Washington Avenue, the 
street passing in front of the Convention 
Hal~. Many speakers had addressed the 
demonstrators from a oortabl stage 
as Florida police lined militarily around 
the inner perimeter of the fence sur-
rounding the Hall grounds watched with 
sometimes wary, often disenchanted 
eyes. Early Tuesday evening fake limbs 
and burning of airplanes made out of 
chicken wire and newspaper, were sent 
flying over the fence to the feet of the 
officials who promptly extinguished 
them - gross aberrations of a war they 
neither seemed to llllderstand nor would 
care to talk about. As the smoke rose 
and blended into the beautiful red 
Florida sunset, the shrill soundofbombs 
falling through ·the air suddenly was 
heard. Explosions went off, sirens 
screamed and almost momentarily, it 
seemed, the "Star Spangled Banner" 
echoed though Ute sky. Spontaneously, 
the demonstrators raised Uteir fists 
in an act C.: defiance. Through all the 
bullshit and confusion that dominated 
their three· days in Miami Beach the 
bastard children. of this bloody 'war 
were finally together. For those who 
were committ.ed, ••Tomorrow'' CWed-
nesdal') was the day • 
The Day of U nacceptance 
Wednesday had been dubbed, '"The 
Day of Unacceptance". For Richard 
Nixon, it keynoted the first major step 
towards becoming the man who would 
occupy the W'.,ite House on the 200th 
anniversary of American independence. 
There were 1,007 people who decided 
to expresc; their displeasure with this 
thought by bodily obstructing the del-
egates "wl;o have nver·heard and have 
never demanded to know" as they en-
tered the Convention Hall. If they ever 
really believed Miami Police Chief 
Rocky Pomerance' s assurances that 
a ''script'' would be followed allowing 
the sit-ins to take place in the planned 
sites, they were mistdken. Acting on 
the advice of "consulting sources" 
Crom on high according to Sergeant 
Pete Corson, Rocky's Public lnform::-
tion Officer, the locals wheeledoutsome 
thirty decrepit buses parked inside the 
Convention Hall parking lot ard placed 
them strategically in the areas designa-
ted as.sit-in areas. Arrests proceeded 
in a considerably more rapid fashion 
as a result ard the only a~use suffered 
by the delegates were sundry epithets 
and a few whiffs of tear gas that crept 
into the Convention Hall. 
Beyond those two groups (delegates 
and those arrested), however, mayhem 
quickly transpired all around the Hall. 
Tear gas cannisters, sometimes popping 
open into the night air H-20 at a time 
scattered demonstrators left and right 
as blue helmeted police officials moved 
into their rank and file act - a formidable 
site indeed. The Miami Beach resi-
dents caught up in the turmoil seemed 
either mildly confused or utterly be-
w:ldered. Trashing and rerouting of 
traffic soon began_. Traffic lights were 
switched off, tires were deflated or 
slashed, and som,· were soon seen laying 
over the curbs on Collins Avenue like 
heloless beasts. 
National mistake now an obsession 
"Richard Nixon," Anthony Lewis 
wrote in the New York Times Tuesday, 
"has taken a nationa mistake and made 
it an obsession ••• He has shown that 
it is possible for a determined Presi-
dent, with shrewd political advice, to 
carry on a w:tr unp(!)ular in the country· 
and in Congress. He has proved that 
there are no effective political mech-
anisms in the American system to re-
strain such a President between elec-
tions. For that constitutional innovation 
alone, history will certainly. note him." 
A number of the organizers, including 
Da,1s, Dellinger and Paul Mayer (of the 
N.Y. Theological Seminary), now into 
their second mQnth of liquid fasting. · 
This is a sacrifice worthy of respect 
and emulation. If we, as American cit-
izens, still foster any hope of ending the 
Vietnam War, the worst atrocity in this 
nation's history, and a 11 its ignoble sidP. 
effects, we must individually a~. col-
lectively make the termination ort1te 
Nixnn regime .:iur own immediate ob-
session. Humanity can wait no longer. 
... Where You Always Hear 
The Best Sandt in Town. 
Thurs. BERCEUSE 
Fri. . T. ROCKET & 
the Barking Guitars 
L,. ',' .ll, • 
.. .. ) 
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MENU 
Scp1,•111he1 II r/11·r1ugll .._\\•111e111h1•1 1-
81'e<1kltl.H 
.\lcmcJ11_1· 
_. .~,·iecl l:..)t}!'i 
Scrambh•cl l:gl{s 
Crackc•d Cr. Oars 
Co!trl!IT Ha111/Rt!dt'\'t• (,'ra,·1 
8is,·11it~JC1 ,•11111 Grn1·y 
811rrl!1·111;11,. Pa11c,1kt•s 
Tuesday 
French Tuasr 
Su/ r Builecl E1tl(S 
PoachecJEggs 
Am. ·Fries 
c,._ Rice 
Spam 
ll'ecl11t:scl11y 
!-lard Boiled Eggs 
Fried Eggs 
Waffles 
Oatmeal 
Sausage Unks 
111ursday 
Scrambled Eggs 
Poached Eggs 
Hash Browns 
Buttermild Pancakes 
Frizzled Lunch meat 
o"ed Eggs 
.,oft boiled eggs 
Johnnv Cakes 
Cr. Wheat 
Bacon 
Friday 
Saturday 
rlard cooked eggs 
Eggin a hole 
Waffles 
Cr. of Rice 
SauMge Putties 
Sunday 
Corn o Brien 
Poached Eggs 
Corn Beef Hash· 
Cr. Diced Chicken/biscuits 
Bugles 
J.1111,·h 
T1111,1 .YooJlc C,tstc'J r>/c· 
Co/cl Pblfc-/.1111, h l/,·,11., 
Sl,•ppy ./,,,. 
Bllrtt•,·ed Corn 
Grt•,·n Pc,1t 
T,,,11,110 S,1ui, 
Cllick,·11 Soup 
Chili .l/<1<" 
Corragt• ChC't'.1·,· 
Fl"ied Cllid,e11 
Grt'("II Bt•dlls 
G!,i=ed Ct1rr,,r.r 
Hor B,•,'f S1111cl11"it·h 
Ch,•fs Sal,•d 81111"! 
Chic/,.e/1 Pot !'it· 
Peas/lllushrooms 
Mi:red l'<'K-
Puree /11011gol1· 
Petit,• Mam1ire 
llilrl(S. Special 
Spag./Chees,· & Mush. 
Broiled Cod filers 
Turkey Sand. Hor 
Green Beans· 
Navy b1•a11 soup 
s,,ston Chowdt•r 
Tuna ala ki11g/rice 
Pizza b1irgers 
Submarics 
Green Peas 
Buttered Squash 
Cabbage Soup 
Mixed Vegs. 
Submarines 
Green Peas 
Burrered S,111uslz 
Cabbage Soup 
· Mixed V egs. 
Flamingo Park activity 
1Ji1111t·1· 
\/,•at l.0,1( 
· :,·oil1'ti (:.,,,I Pilc•ts 
I ,•a/ G,,11/11.1/1 
l\'lli·11,,·t1 P,>t'1t,,,•.\ 
Ci1r1ols 
P,•41s 
smi:,,·,1 (;r. l',·,,,,. ... s 
/.'1.</1,•1·1111111., /'/Utl<'I 
Cilid,,·11 Fri<'tl S1<·.ik 
()l't'II 8,-oU'II.\ 
(..,~,. JJc•,111\ 
Hn•ii<'cl .ll,11w· /.ol>.\/cr 
8,11. ,·cl //<JIii 
I ·<·a/ 1'<11"a111. 
n,-,, •. ,-,,u 
Zzwdl1illi 
/J,,f;'l/c>11/it"t> /'t1f<1/0t'S 
Roasr /,,•g of I ,·al 
B,•,•J /Kid111• r /11t· 
l'/11111 P11ddi11x 
B111isccl Ox1<11l 
Mixl'cf l',•gs. 
l:11glish Pea., 
Frc11ch WajJks 
Braisl'd bc·,"f 
01•,•11 bJ'0\1111 flOILllcJ<'.\' 
Broilecl fish st l'u ks 
811 ttaccJ bet'ts 
Eg,: pl1111t 
Top Sirloi11 S1,·al,. 
Roas/ Prime Rif> 
Deep fried chicke11 
Whipped potatoes 
Creamed Com 
Glazed Carrots 
Mgrs .. Spec:ial 
SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER! 
HONDA TRAIL 70 • OVER IOO'MILES PER GALLON 
355°0 Sat. BACCHUS 
Sun. SWEET JENNY GRIT 
RIOERSPORT/ITHACA, INC.• WHERE THE RIDER COMES FIRST• 
4MILES NORTH OF ITH_ACA ON RTE96 
5 GIRL ROCK BAND 
413 TAUGHANNOCK KL''D. 
Down the street from the St at ion Restaurant 
, ·., rt· .:,< '•, •:··, '· •• ,\,;. -:_ 
r ~, -~·~~.,~~}~-¥· ', ':'~_:~_:~ ;~· .. : 5;~i.i~ii.,f:~;,.(:1(:\·~~.i:;_;~~!~~~~ 
' 
:~,, 
-
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Students 
LAFAYETTE 
·WELCOMES- YOU TO ITHACA 
t··1 
:,,'.·; 
~ I 
!· J (,i d i~ 
t.! 
"'-----/ C 
~ f }1 The honnte (()) - -~ne 
WALL OF SOUND 
The Widest Selection 
of Stereo Equip tm ent 
in Central N. Y.S& 
MARANTZ EPI ADVENT SONY/SUPERSCOPE LAFAYETTE LWE 
REVOX GARRARD DUAL PHILLIPS SHERWOOD INFINITY 
We service what we sell 
LAFAYETTE 
R A D I (> E L E C T R o· N I C S 
Ma.in .store off Rt. 13 next to the Boxcar ~]] 
Co I lege town Store 215 Dryden Rd. 1:s:r~;m. 
- (: I • , • • • .• ' " ' • '• ~-. •, :·,o' ',', \ • "1"1: .,,.,•,. ~- :J.:-:-<;:··~ _.,,·:~....,(-(~. 
I 
,I 
i,' 
--, 
., ......... .,.....,. ?, 1912, .... 10 
Foghat 
By Bill Henk 
I 
I 
Savoy Brown is one of a number of constantly 
changing English bands(Fleetwood Mac, Fairport · 
Convention, King Crimson, Atomic Rooster, and 
Yes are a few others). Two of their former 
members have recently formed their own group. 
Lonesome Dave Peverett(vocals and guitar) and 
Roger Earl(drums) lead the band that they for 
some unknown reason chose to call Foghat. They 
have been joined by Rod Price(lead guitar) and 
Tony Stevens(bass) to form one extremely fine 
rock and roll band. _ 
CALENDAR NOTES 
Dave Edmunds(ex of Love Sculpture and a fine 
rocker himself) produced the album and his mark 
is evident throughout. He also mixed five of the 
nine cuts and each vocal ·was given extra spedal 
treatment from Edmunds. Through echo, phasing 
-and other studio techniques he creates lhc 
primitive raw sound similar lo the sound created 
on the early Stones lps and a sound which we so 
often associate with rock and roll. 
The music is tight straight-lowar<l rock and roll. 
The opening cut, Willie Dixon's "I Just Wanna 
Make Love To You", immediately tells you you're 
in for something out of the ordinary. It's followed 
by another rock and mil ma:-.tcrp1ccc t1tlcLI 
"Trouble Troublc".Music and lym;s comhrnc '" 
form the perfect drinking man's song:"My hr,1111 i, 
cloudy and my ei,es arc sore/I told my,cll I 
cc u Id n 't drink no more//\ hall h,rngovL·r 1, 
something I can't stanLI/But here I am with a 111g 111 
my hand/Choru~:''Woo Woo Trouble 
Trouble/Worries on my minc..1/<;oing down lo lhc 
cellar/Get me some of that mellow wine"/ Vcr,L'. "I 
seem to ruin everything I touch/People tell me it , 
cause I drink too much/I try lo kkk it hut it ain't 
no use/Guess I'm a slave lo that mellow juice." 
"Leavin'Again", "Fool':,. llall of Famc"'."Sarah 
Lee", and "Highway" arc Just ;1 nokh hdow till' 
first two but still_ mighty fine indL"L"d. ('l111d 
Berry's "Maybell inc" i:,. also given a wry fine 
treatment. 
nA Hole To llid\. ln" L'OIICL'fll:,. ibclt with till' 
problem of paying the l11lls: "When I di:-.L·ovt·1L'd 
how much I owed/I saic.1 ooo ooo il's til!IL' lo!!,<>/ 
Mailman stay away from my door/I l,lOI too many 
bills l don't need no more." .. ( ;otta ( ;ct To Know 
You" slows the pace clown very nkcly and vcty 
effectively. A very fine first L'l'fo1 I by h,ghal. 
Rock at its hes!. If you hkl' ~1raight-lorw,11d r<K'k 
•• ,.:~:;:" :· Crafts 
By Bill Henk 
Jimmy Seals and Dash Crol Is alrL·ady hold a 
part in rock and roll hi~tory. /\~ IIIL'lllbns of till' 
Champs they found owrnighl st1L"L'L'S:-. with lhL' 
song "Tequila" in 1958. They admit tllL'y cmkd up 
playing the song for the lll'Xt s1>. YL'ar~ bcforl' thL' 
group finally split up in 1964. /\fkt a short st 1111 
with the Dawnbreakers(a Vegas type d:tnn· 
band)thal incluc.1ec.1 S&("s present produn·r Louie 
Shelton, who was also the ghost guitarist for till' 
first Monkee lps,Seals and Crofts dcddcd to form 
a duo. Success didn't arrive ovl•rnight as hdorL' 11111 
was instead slow and hart.I to come by. 
Their previous threelps have given tlll'm a 
fair-sized loyal and ardent followin~. Summer 
Breeze should easily double or triple that 
following. Whereas Year of Sunday was just a hit 
thin in spots, this, their second Warner Brothers 
effort, is near perfection through-out. Evcryhody 
,eems to latch on to the title cut upon first 
'istening and it uas the natural single. 
"Hummingbird., :'Funny Little Man", "Fiddler in 
the Sky","Euphrates","Advance Guards", and 
"Boy Down The Road" are in simple terms, 
awfully beautiful songs. The music and the words 
flow together smoothly and naturally. You find 
yourself listera.ing to them with equal frequency 
and enjoyment. ~ 
There's the usual array of studio musicians on 
Summer Breeze: including among others: 
Rober:t Lightning, Jim Gordon, Jim Keltner, 
Russ Kunkel, Larry Knechtel, John Hartford, Jim 
Horn, Louie Shelton. This album is highly 
recommended whether you're already into Seals 
and Crofts or not. 
DANCE 
to the music of 
. 
ALBATROSS 
Thursday, Sept. 7, 7:30 p.m., 
Textor 102 
Thursday Sept. 7, 8:00 p.m., 
Dance studio, Hill center. 
Thursday Sept. 7, 8:00 p.m., 
College Stables. 
Friday, ~P~ 8, 5:00 p.m., De-
Motte Room, Egbert Union 
Cornell Univ., FridaySept.8,and 
Saturday, Sept. 9.(CaUChaplains 
office for bus service and infor-
mation, X323.) 
Friday, Sept. 8, 8:00 p.m , S 108 
part 2 ot'the inlroductory lecture. 
Friday, Sept. 8, 9 p.m. - 1:00 
a.m., Terrace Dining Hall. Free 
admission and 20 cents drafts. 
Saturday, Sept. 9, 1:00p.m., Col-
lege Stables. 
S:Jturday, Scpl. 9, 8:15 p.m., Ar-
ena Theatre, performing arts 
building. 
Sunday, Scpl. JO, 11 a.m. Ford 
Hall J\uditoriwn, 5:0Jp.m., Union 
Rec. Room 
S,mday, Sept. 11, 11:00 a.m,, 
Ford Hall Choral Room. 
Mf'llday-Friday, 11 a.m.-2 p;m., 
union lt>bby. 
Mnnd;iy, Scpl. 11, 4-6p,m.,homH 
or Mrs. LconardSincerbeaux, 903 
Danby Road. - . 
Monday, Sept. 11-0ct. 2, 8:00 
p,m., union lounge. 
Monday, Sept. 11, 9:00p.m. Union 
Lounge 
Tuesday, Sept. 12, 8:00 p.m., 
Union Lounge. 
Tuesday, Sept. 12, 9:00 p.m., 
Union Job room 
Wednesday, Sept. 13, 8:00 p.m . 
S 111 
MTJSIC 
Friday, Sept. 8, 8:t:i p.m., Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 
Thursday, Sept. 7, Salty Dog, 
Friday Sept. 8, The Haunt 
Thursday, Sept. 7, The Haunt 
Friday, Sept. 8, Salty Uog 
Saturday, Sept. 9, Salty Dog 
Saturday Sept. 9,-The Haunt 
S,mday. Sept. 10, Salty Dog. 
CINEMA 
Thursday, Sept. 7, 9:30 p.m., 
Terrace Quad. If raining T102. 
S.1turday Sept. 9 and Sunday 
Sept. 10, 7 and 9:30 p.m.,.Main 
Theatre, P A Building. 
Monday, Sept, 11, 5-_10 p.m., T 
103, Wednesday Sept. 13, 12-5 
p.m., Union Lounge. 
Tuesday, Sept. 12, 7-9:00 p.m., 
S 102._ Wednesday, Sept. 13, 
6:30-8:30 T 101. 
DRAMA 
Thursday, Sept. 7, 8:00 p.m., 
Main Theatre , P A Building, 
AdJru ssion 50 cents. 
Friday, Sept. 8, 8:30 p.m., Main 
Theatre, PA Building, 
Flip, Float and Throw 
A Flip, Float and Throw Contest sponsored by the Schackr 
Brc~ing company will be held on Tuesday at 2:00 P.M. behind 
Egbert Union. The contest involves flipping, floating and throwing 
the soon to be famous Schaefer Circle, Prizes will be awarded. In 
case of rain it will be held on Wednesday or Thursday. . 
Mini Olympics 
Inter-dorm games, sponsored by orientation committee, ari 
sch~du~cd to take place behind the union on Saturday mornini 
begmnmg at 10:00 and on Sunday afternoon beginning at 1:00. S.\ 's 
~hould be setting UP. teams for their dorms. Games to be pla~ ed 
include baseball, volleyball and keg ball, in which a beer must be 
chugged for each base earned. 
SAD Wants You 
The Student Activities Board will hold its organizational m~eting 
Monday at 8:00 PM in the Union Lounge. SAB is responsible 
scheduling most of the non-academic functions at IC. This inclu 
speakers, major weekends, movies, concerts and various ot 
activities. They want direct participation of the student body and n 
ideas. Everyone is urged to atted. ' 
Thanks 
Delta Phi Zeta welcomes all new and returning IC students. We h 
that the Big Sisler program has worked out well for both the "big"· 
-"lilll~" sis~crs and has proved helpful to the carnival provided g 
practice- 1f not at the candles, at least at friends. We'd like to exte 
an invitat_ion to all new as well as returning students to visit our hou 
a~ any time; whether it be to ask questions about the sorority sect 
Terrace dorms, or just to meet new people. We look forward t'o ,cc· 
you. Delta Phi Zeta is located in Terrace 1. 
Get Involved! f I 
Anyone interested in helping to develop a work/Jearnlng progra 
with Willard State Hospital, MoadowHouse, am/or other agencies 
Tompkins County are invited to attend an organizational meeting t 
Monday at 4 p.m. in room F 101. 
Opportmities !or; a. deve 1q,ment d. a theoretical and practi 
seminar, a companionship program, free room and board at Willa 
state Hospital, and future jobs. ' 
BWy Meets Drac 
"Billy the Kid vs. Dracula'' will be shown tonight in the Terra 
Quad at 9:30 p.m. feature, which will include Road Runner and B 
Blll111Y carl:oons is sponsored by the fall orientatiQn committee, a 
is free to the IC communley, In case of inclement weatb.er movie 11 
be shown in T 102. - -· 
SAB Dance 
... S!·udem Activities Board is sponsoring a dance this Friday ni 
from 9-1 a.m., featuring Albatross, It will beheld in the terraced' 
ing hall andadmissionwillbefree.Drai'tswill be on sale for 20cent 
Premiers on WICB-AM M\llic 61 
Two new shows are premiering on WICB-AM 4;his fall, Mfke Slate 
hosts the program, ''Lona,layer'' everyMoo!aytttrough Friday e\'en 
ing, begiming at 9:00 p.m. For one hour pq,ular rock albums will 
played in their ertlretywlthinterestingcommemary before and afte 
the LP,· 
Or. Smday nights from 7-10:00 p.m., Music 61 will present 
most pq,ular albums with cxie cut played from each. 'lbe albwns 1 
be played in order as compiled by ''Billboard" magazine. The sh 
is produced by Mark Weiss and Jason Lee comments on the cut 
New on Radio 91 
,For 13 hours throughout the weekend, black music, news and com 
mentary will be featured on WICB-FM ~ 7-3:00p.m. on Saturday 
and 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. on Sundays. "Wt,rld ot. music" begins 
7:00 a.m. this Sumay- momlng, Henry Kavett airs two and one ha 
hours ot. concert music ooLPsas well as taped music from Ford Ha 
concerts, Interviews with members ot. the IC music department a 
running commentary also hf&hllgls the show. 
-WAR 
THE.ITHACA COLLEGE KAR-ATE-CLUB Ithaca Cl 
For·McQ 
WILL BEGIN CLASSES ON TUES. NIGHT 
SEPT. 12 AT 7:30 IN THE WRESTLING ROOM 
OF THE GYMNASIUM. Cluztrm;~ . •. John Stm1 
FRIDA y SEPTEMBER 8th 9 p.m •• J p.m. V. Chairman: • Gu,rp J( ennt Sttreruy. , •• Mike Frieman 
-Flltantt . .• Btu1M1rr"Goldbtl1 DRAFT BEER . FREE ADMISSION 
-·-·--- --~-....:... __ __;_.aESENIBDJ~~-- . 
_EYER YONE I,~ WELCOME. 
: . . . . ···-- ~· 
-~c R•~ti_Oni_ ..• ..Joltn B/t&' 
~ . ' ~ - ···-: . 
·· .. · ... '· , _.: ,. ~- ,' ' 
I 
e111 ere? 
IN ONE EAR 
by Ward H. Silver 
Phantasmagoria, n. 2. A shifting succession of't 
things seen, imagined, or 
evoked in 'the imaginatim, 
as by a fever; a changlns 
medley, · 
I was tlll"ned on to "Phantasmagoria (Warner 
Brothers), Curved Air's latest LP, just about a 
month ago. With each successive listening, I came 
to enjoy it more and more, discovering in the 
process a neatly woven web cl. jazz, rock and ex-
actingly synthesized music. When the band's ly-
rics are taken into consideration, the above 
de!lnltlon fits like a glove. 
Curved Air has several things going for them. 
S-:mla Kristina, a vocalist of Jacqui MrSheecPen-
tangle) or Sandy Denny (ci Fotberlngay) calibre, 
can control her voice to a whisper as it eerily 
melts. into each word. It letds sensitivity to the 
sharper edged trumpets, violin or synthesizer, 
guiding them, tor example, througll the various 
stages rl. revolution depicted in "Marie Artoin-
ette" · 
Da~l Wuy's violin and ~sizer are per-
FOR SALE." 
Wanted To Buy 
ApU For Rent 
ROOMMATES 
WANTED 
llelp Wanted 
LOST AND f'OUND 
RIDES WANTED 
???????? 
CONTACT THE 
itla1.011 
BOTTOM OF WEST TOWER 
x3207 or x3182 
/Uadlintt: Tutti. noo11 
kfor, p11b~rlo11 
sistently irmovative, providing a rhythmically 
gravitational pull on the othr band members. · 
S11Ch is the case on · "Cheetah", featuring a 
furiously paced violin leading into "Ultra 
Vivaldi", and its synthesized 'chase scene• 
music. 
Francis Monlanan ft lls in with keyboards. His 
organ playing on the title cut should be noted as 
well as th harpsichord on "Or.ceaGhost,Always 
A Ghost." Most essential, however, are his ly-
rics, central to the psychic impact or the 11lbmn. 
From "Phantasmagoria": 
I bet you sometimes wondered/ whst was 
standing right behind you/ keep looking 
over your shoulder to see if its there/ the 
solemn churchbell pealing/ some Mephisto-
phelean stealing/quietly along through the 
night/ to hide under your bed 
If this albmn falls down at all, the fault Iles 
in its slight tendency to overextend various 
musical concepts, particularly the synthesized 
segments. On the wbole, though, "Phantasma-
goria" shoulchtt be ignored. Lod( for the album 
with the dope smoking grandfather elf on the, 
cover. 
RIDE WANTED 
Carol Millstein, Clarke Hall 
303, Anytime to Phlla or N.Y.C, 
FOR SALE 
1972 Zenith Stereo. Has de-
tachable speakers, turntable 
folds into body. Comes with ex-
tra needle. Excellent shape for 
$80.00 Call 273-2694. 
FOR SALE 
Electric Guitar, 4 months old, 
includes case. Excellent shit gui-
tar for learning rock am roll or 
for destroying at the erd ofa gig. 
$25. Contact Scratch at 516 
Buffalo st. or c/o Ithacan. 
WANTED 
Double bed. See Scratch at 
516 Buffalo Si:. or c/o Ithacan, 
ACTI~ 
Gamma Delta Pi would like to 
invite all IC Women to its 1st 
Rush Party - Mon. Sept, 11 -
Terrace 913, 7:30 p.rn. 
Interested in bowling? Ir you. 
are an Ithaca College male, yoµ 
are invited to attend .th J.C. 
Men's Bowling Club's organiza-
tion& meeting Monday, Sept. 11, 
1972, in the bowling alley. If 
you're unable to attend, .contact 
Al Hartmann, Ter. 12A, Room 
304A, x3781 or 273-9713 or 
Mike Goldberg Ter. 6B Room 
209B, x3786, 
' PERSONALS 
Congratulatlms, Andraonpas-
sing your road test! . 
Marlhollcs Amnymous wel-
comes all freshmen and new 
students, take 11> for an eventful 
year. 
A freshmen fr<m LJ. bowls 
ell by bersolf ~ the Pine, which 
takes ovaries, she ain't a good 
bowler. bit ••• 
I 
8• itizen1 
Here. 
-co;n,11 Table· ren~is league 
Sttpt. ll• .GenmJI Mtttbtl 1:30 
Drop In • 8:30 
Do Olla WIU·Be Accepted 
JOIN NOW 
lit Mcr11ri1f6 Sept. 10 F4Ua..1 
$10 ,,., _,,,.,. '111y Le..,e MAtch111 US1TA. Afllll4rio11 
'Flblu of World Clair p'4Jlffl In octto11 
'BJdtl&ltlon II~ D.J. ·.u., ui Ownp . ' 
A ccomoiUttM for ,,,.,,.,,_ • 
' , • • - • -,~ , .. J. •• ~·:..· •• ~- • : 
co,rfllet Cody )o,,. ' 
. . . 
.... · .. :' 
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crossword 
By EDWARD JULIUS 
~ 
1. Layers 
7, Sullen 
13, Protective Wall 
14. Actreee Merle __ 
15. Swollen, as veins 
16, Halo ' 
17. Troop ~ncampment 
18. Partly Frozen Rain 
20. Hospital ~mployee 
21. French City 
22. God 
2:,. Type Size 
25. Individual 
26. Paddled 
27, Sword 
28. Armed Naval Vessel 
)0. Rest 
)lo_ Fixe 
:,2. Molten Rock 
:,:,. Market Places 
J6. French Satirist 4o. British-Indian Soldier 
41. Toxic Protein 
42. Business Abbreviation 
4J. Branch or Accounting 
44. Rescued 
4S. Bread• comb, fonn 
46. •Monopoly• Property 
47. Golfer George · 
48. Boys' Stories irI'tar 
49. Philippine Head-hunter 
52. Diaincllned to Talk 
S4. Bathing Sult 
ss. Word Roots 5i. Pennaylvanian City 
57. Brief Suspension 
DOWN 
--i:-h,oslem .C:nemy of Crusaders 
2, Food Derived from Ox ). Political Contest 
4. ~ilitary Adl1ress 
s. Mosaic Squares 
6. Artist's Studio 
7. lixchange ~edlum 
8. Death Notice 
9. Part of Sleep Cycle 
10. Sphere 
11. Places of Orl~in 
12. Trap 
1:,. Pilm on Copper Coins 
15. Poisonous Secretion 
19. Airport Info.(abbr.) 
22, Coolidge's VP 
2:,. or the Church 
24. African Tribe 
.26. Pass the Time __ 
27. _ Hills of Rome 
29. Siberian Region 
:,o. &Cad 
:,2. Tear Jaggedly 
:,J. Attribute 
:,4. Southern State 
:,5. Harvest Goddasa 
:,6. Construction Worker 
:,7. Pneumatic Weapons 
:,a. Buries 
:,9. Hold in Contempt 
41. Platflsh 
44. Silk Fabric 
4S. Volcs Parts 
47. Cul 
4,8. Lovaii"1'r. 
so. Approves 
51. Dye Brand 
5:,. Rafsrancs Book (abbr.) 
Students A~ivity Board 
. GENERAL M.ETING 
WANT TO PROGRAM· MOVIES. DANCES. 
CONCERTS. LECTURES? 
· COME 6N DOWN// 
MONDAY SEPT. 11 UNION LOUNGE 
8.:0Q P.M. 
•, '•. 11 J ........ ....: ,< ',f • 1 ' •I'°••?+ • • t \ ;;,,i, •~•'; .. :;~,..,., •., t -t:'-1~\•,\ .;-: •'~· .. •:··J•~ ..,.._ .!_\.:!' t: • "'r :• ... :,;,....._, • 
_J-lliiliiiiiia __ liiiiial __ ll!iliiilii ___ -..iii..ili~.;,,;;;,,..iliiaai;;.._ii...,;,....;......;,_... ____ ...l.:.-~__,;__;_ _ .:_:___ 
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COMMENT 
(Continued ::ram~ 4) 
ever, last spring the names of two p:tential trustees, both or whom 
have since been confirmed, wereleakedtome with the understarxlicg 
that they would be broadcast and the sources be pr<tected. · 
The anticipated .broadcast or the names or these two individuals 
and other information ,concerning the trustee selection process set 
off an intense effort by several college administrators to block the 
release or the information. I was told the college media had a re-
sponsibility to d9 what was best for the college. In this case, it was 
implied that releasing this· information was not in the best interest 
or Ithaca College. Interestingly enough, many members of the college 
community (including several trustees) praised the decision to go 
ahead with the broadcast. 
It is the responsibility or the CQllege journalist not to ~w to those 
types or pressure. His commitment is to the college community as 
a whole, not to any one section or that community. Just because-he 
is a studen, does not mean the college journalist should be expected 
to report news only in the interests or the student body. Conversely, 
his student status should not prevent the college journalist ri;:om 
freely reporting news concerning the school's administraton. 
In bo1h the preceding incidents, I was sympathetic with the motiva-
tions or those who requested information. not to be broadcast. 
Journalistic judgements, however, must not be based on sympathy. 
A college journalist must put aside a student's shoes ani make 
such jtxlgements as a journalist in any other environment w:.>uld be 
e:xpected to. The decision on whether ornotto broadcast a particular 
piece of news must be based on its newsworthiness - not on what 
various factions of the college community perceive its effect to be. 
There is a place on the college cam;,,.1s for media that devote 
themselves entirely to certain interests. College-bulletins, student 
govennnent publications, am faculty newsletters all serve an im-
portant functioo on- campus. Ir it is the intent or those who manage a 
college medimn to serve one particular interest group, they should 
label their medium as such. There is no place on campus for a me-
dium that pretends to be objective, but in actuality serves only a 
narrow segment of the community. 
Thete are those who dismiss college media as extracurricular 
playthings for certain members or the -student body. There are 
others w.io see value, but draw a sharp line between the responsibil-
ities or a college journalist and a professional journalist. 
College media are not playthings. Both Ithaca College's radio 
statims and newspaper stani on a long history of service to the 
college community. This bas been possible only because during most 
semesters there have been some college journalists within both or-
ganiZations who have not drawn such a line between the respon-
sibilities of a professional journalist and their own. These people 
have maintained the credibility of their medium by insisting on ser-
vice to the entire community. They have not bowed to pressures for 
preferential treatment. 
.o 
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AND A SUPPLY OF PERSONALIZED CHECKS 
YOOR CHOICE OF STYLE AND COLOR 
I You1I want a monthly bank statement so you'll always know where you stand fmancially. The Trust Company's 
I checking accounts provide monthly statements. There are two kinds of checking accounts available at TCTC: Regular 
I checking with ~ce charges based on the number of checks and deposits, and ·- the so-caJled "free" checking with no 
I service charges if your balance remains $300 or more. There's a Sl.$2 or $3 senice charge if yolD' balance goes below 
I S300,S200 or $100 respectively. We call.it that "minimum balance .. checking. Ot!>r.,:s callit "free ... 
I 
I 
I 
g 
I 
a 
I 
I 
I 
D 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Wfien you come to the Trust Company, we'll show yo11 the m~y check styles and covers available. We 11 give you free 200 .. 
I line ch~ks with your name on them and sequentially numbered or SO free fully personalized checks in the scenic style of I 
I _your choice. You can also select the pocket pad(top bound) or folding wallet (end stub) style checks. And don't forget the a 
I free scere of Ithaca poster._there are four bright color combinations to choose from .. .a perfect solution to those bare dorm I 
I walls. - · - I 
I I 
I Stop in at any Trust Company office and open a checking account today. We're located all over town ... our Main Office js i 
I at io N. Tiop St. in downtown Ithaca; om ftm Office where S. Meadow St. meets-the Elmira Rd.;the West End Office at 1 I the Tnphammer Sboppbr& Center and our Trumaasburg Office11p tke lake ill Trumaasbura, N. Y. I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
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New Food From- CM/ 
Two special prices 
feature our entire 
stock of $2.98 -$3.98 
- -$5.98 and $6.98 
classical lp's most 
listened to by everyone. 
$2.98 
$3.98 
and 
list $1.77 EACH 
$5.,98 
$6.98 
and $3.77 
EACH 
~·:, ~ , ,l. :. _' M~~:T 
··,~- HORN CONCERTOS 
Concert Rondo In E flat 
Concerto "No. 5" In E (lntgment) 
' 
BARRY 
TUCKWEU. 
, Academy of 
;;...-----',--dl,_-~SL Martln-ln·the-Flelda 
I Cll) ~~ NEVILLE ~ MARRINER 
MELODIYA ANGEL 
HOLST: THE PLANETS 
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI 
Tl,oLDsAaplls ......... Ordiatn 
1acww-~ 
Who are the new boys on till' 
hlock? They are CMI, the 1:ew 
food servh.:e. Catering Management 
Inc significantly underbid our old 
food service, SAGA, in a rather 
quiet coup last spring. The SAGA 
management group left quietly as 
CMl slid into control during the s 
mmer. 
Plans now call for continuation 
of the features begun by SAGA. 
Vegetarian meals will continue in 
the Union, special diets can be '.-ad 
upon request, and Wednesday/ 
Saturday night steak/ roast beef 
specials will also remain. Meals 
with themes will be carried to 
further heights while at the same 
time, a more varied everyday 
menu is to be·offered. 
The new food service has it's 
headquarters in Columbia, 
Missouri, in the South where most 
of it's food service ventures exist. 
CMI is much smaller than SAGA, 
but it is a feature that the new 
director, Dan_ Alfonso, feels will 
benefit the IC student service-wise. 
BY Robert R ogen 
Alfonso has an interesting 
business head. He comes from a 
new school of businessmen who 
recognize the inability of large 
C ass1ca 
Record 
Weekend!! 
World Premiere Recording 
RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS 
THE PILGRIM'S 
PROGRESS 
/NtlUDED .. 
MUSIC OF DELIUS 
ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA 
BEECHAM 
On Hearing the Aral Cuckoo In Spring/Brigg Fair 
A Song Belon, Sunrise/Summer Night on the -
Intermezzo from "Fennlmora and Gerda" 
Man:l,e'..caprice/Sle h Ride 
,. .~,-
~-E-V--E-·-~~'c_A_L_A_c __ o•~~-~-::_1_-_o,_s_c __ ._$_1_~ flS 
·MIDT·OWN~:·R;ECO:RDS· & TAPES 
317 ·coll.EGE A VE. HOURS: . MON-FRI 10:GG-10:00 
Phone -272-2555 .. . SAT 10:00-6:00~ SUN 12.-oG-6;00 
- :· ~-··· ~' 
.. · .... _ .. 
businesses to deal in a humanly . 
and satisfyin!!, manner .with it's 
customers .rnd i~ quite willing to see 
.big bus111t."ss ho\\' to a smaller 
and moJt." dficient business 
organization. Efficiency, 
responsibility and advancement 
a r e k e y w o r d ·s h e r e. 
. . 
Constant tightening of efficiency 
should allow CMI to make their 
profit while maintaining a steady 
cost level for the student customer 
says Alfonso. Responsibility is to 
be dished out to every food service 
employee so that he or she will be 
able and expected to make 
decisions and provide ·answers to 
students. And advancemet should 
stimulate those interested, student 
and non-student alike, to know he 
can go some.where in the 
organization. All this adds up to 
better service in Alfonso's mind. 
All has not been, nor is now 
hunky-dory, as this makes it 
sound. This summer, CMI showed 
an incredibly disorganized front, 
combined naturally with really 
poor service. Managers wandered 
in and out of responsibility all 
summer long. M:enus, schedules, 
pay scales and cleanliness rules 
fluctuated almost as often as the 
weather. Pay disputes, hiring, 
firing, rehiring and resignations 
continued endlessly. Those people 
who did stick it out did so in 
many cases for monetary reasons 
and cared little for the job they 
were doing. 
The circumstances under which 
CMI entered contractual 
agreement with Ithaca College are 
not the clearest. Having underbid 
SAGA by $70,000, CMI also 
agreed to pay their dues to the 
college with a $125,000 gift to the 
IC endowment fund which 
depending on who suggested it, 
could be construed as something 
other than a gift. 
We'll know soon enough 
whether Ithaca College bit into a 
bargain. 
. '",':', 
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.-Quaalude 
-
First Faculty Meeting 
A· Real-Down 
NEW YORK. (LNS) - "Patients 
awoke refreshed without 
hangover, drowsiness, headache or 
other side· effects. Patients are 
alert, immediately fit for physical 
or mental work." So reads recent 
advertisements for Quaalude, one 
of the most widely used 
non-barbiturate hypnotic drugs 
available in the U.S. today. 
Metha~ualone, better k~ow by 
its b~nd name, Quaalude is not 
only. widely distributed by 
psychiatrists and physicians as a 
sleeping pill and sedative, but is 
also 'becoming one of the most 
popular street downs. It has also 
been flooding the college 
campuses. Many of them have 
appeared in Miami this summer 
where large . numbers of people 
have gathered there to 
·demonstrate at Nat i o na I 
Conventions. Quaaludes arc taken 
r e g u I a· r 1 y b y s o m e a n d 
experimented with by others-- but 
almost always without knowledge 
of the dangers involved. 
What has made this drug 
Her Qllly motivation is to get more 
quaah,1des. It's like an oral 
lobotomy." 
the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) has given 
no serious warning of possible 
add~ction to methaqualone. 
There are now at least 7 major 
pharmaceutical firms and 
countless minor ones 
manufacturing methaquafone, 
under various names (Soper by 
Arnar-Stone, Somnafac and 
Somnafac Forte by L. Smith, and 
Bithetamine by Strassenberg). 
The first 'Ithaca Colege · President Phillips addressed the 
faculty meeting of the 1972-73 faculty .a second time to give a 
academic year was held Monday brief State of the College message. 
night at 7 :30 P.M. in Tl02. He said that enrollment is stable 
Business included the introduction with a total of 4009 students 
of new administration, staff, and enrolled at IC, including students 
faculty members, the President's in London and New York City. 
State of the College address, There arr also sixty full-time and 
remarks by Acting Provost Frank twenty part-time graduate 
Darrow, and a question and students. The faculty consists of 
answer period. 274 full-time and 44 part-time 
· members, and there are 420 
The minutes of the last two full-time and 177 part-time 
faculty meetings were passed and administration and staff members 
President Ellis Phillips introduced at IC this year. 
the Deans and Directors of the Phillips stated that a "Master 
academic units who in turn Plan" for 1971-1980 has been 
introduced new faculty members written for Ithaca College , but 
in their schools and divisions. will be modified during Lhc 
This part of the evening meeting 
was highlighted by a film shown 
by the Division of 
Communications to introduce 
their new faculty ·members. 
Hosted by Visiting Professor Rod 
Serling's "Night Gallery" TV 
se_rics. 
coming years as a result of 
on-eampus discussions. He spoke 
of the future as a tim'e when 
student enrollment in higher 
education will rise towards the late 
1980's as a time of a competitive 
climate with less students ·,ind 
money available for higher 
education. He believes IC ..:u n 
Gus P_erialas, Paul ~arinella (VP safely exist during these timl', if 
for Busrness and Frnance), a_nd present financ~s are spent wi,.::y. 
C!iarles Bro~dhead (~xecutive Phillips mentioned the ri.:w 
~uector of College Relati':ms) als? _ grading system saying he prci'crs 
mtr?~uce~ personnel 111 their the ABC/NFT system· to ,he 
admrn1stratton depart~ents. P/NFT system. 
Phillips ended his talk by 
stressing that all members of the 
Ithaca College c..:ommunity work 
together, and by stating that he 
has much faith in the college as he 
enters !tis third year as President 
knowing more :.tudents and 
faculty members 
Acting Provost Darrow spoke 
next.He sai-1 he believed Ithaca to 
be luckier than most colleges and 
universities due to )C's full 
enrollment, balanced budget, and 
creative talent on ·campus. He 
stres~ed the need to create a 
community of scholars with close 
interaction among students and 
faculty and more students and 
faculty involved in IC planning. 
Darrow applauded the new 
Judicial Code and it's Governance 
Committee saying it will provide_ . 
for a better community spirit at 
IC. 
The question and answer period 
at the conclusion of the meeting 
was dominated by comments on 
the: new grauing :;ystem. Faculty 
members were d1\'l.Jed in opinion 
on whether the} ·: · tern was good 
or bad, and the· ,inly suggestion 
offered was t h.tl pluses and 
minuses be .1,lLled to the 
ABC/NFT sy~lt'n• 
particularly attractive was that it 
was thought to produce a 
non-addictiv_e .. buzz" and thus a 
safe replacement for barbiturates 
and for heroin which, of course, are 
highly addicting. Quaalude is often 
refcred to as "intellectual heroin." 
These companies manµfacture 
far more tablets than can be used 
safely in pres.cribed medical 
situations. Not surprisingly there is 
wide-spread quaalud~ diffusion, 
legal and otherwise; through 
physicians' prescriptions, stealing 
from factories and warehouses, 
hijacking from trucks and in all 
likelihood, some underground 
laboratories. Methaqualone is 
flooding the streets and is readily 
available even if at co"mparatively 
low prices. 
Bur the biggest problem with 
quaaludc, is that while it is 
addic..:tivc-though not as addictive 
as heroin-a person addicted to 
quaaluue c,mnot withdraw by 
going '·c..:old turkey ' as she or he 
can with heroin. Why not? Going 
cold turkey from quaalude can 
THE DBA 
But methaqualone is highly 
addictive too. 
There were good reasons for 
people to believe methaqualone to 
be non-addicting. Even most 
doctors will tell you that there was 
essentially no or little evidence in 
medical or pharmacological 
literature ta indicate any serious 
a·ddicting potentiai. A major 
source of information for a wide 
majority of practicing physicians, 
the Physicians Desk Reference, has 
not indicated any serious 
likelihood of addiction. -And no 
wonder; the PDR is published by a 
consortium. of drug firms and is 
designed to push their products 
and not to discourage doctors 
.-from using drugs. but even the 
PDR states, ••oue to lack of long 
term experimental data, quaalude 
should not be prescribed for more 
than· 3 months." And, " Care 
should be used during 
administration with other 
analgesics, sedatives, 
psychotheraputic drugs or with 
alcohol because of' possible 
potentiation of effects." Which is 
to say, that if. you take quaalude 
with :wine or seconal, or any other 
downs, it may become 2 · to 10 
times as strong a!!fl dangerous-it 
only ta1ces the strength of 20 
quaaludes to kill a person. 
The dangers for those :,yho use 
quaaludes infrequently or 
alternately with ·other drugs (speed 
or other downs such as seconal, 
tuinol, etc.) are the side effects of 
sizziness, hangovers and the . yet 
untested damage it does to bone 
marrow and stomach lining. And 
there is also the damage that any 
drug intake does to the liver which 
has the job of filtering the 
impurities out of the blood. 
For the addict the. problem is 
much worse. 
"I-have seen· quaalude addicts 
who can't speak straight. They 
repeat sentences over and over and 
don't even know what they've 
said, .. observed one woman whose 
sister is a q~ude ad~t. ..You 
have to repeat· things -to. ~em- and 
then they still don~t understand. 
Once - when- I· was · talliliig to one 
woman who· takes them regularly, 
1200· mgs or more·_,. day, her eyes 
kept rolling 'back into her head. 
She·noddecl-<?ut:~n the bed." 
. pr.ad u c..:e convulsions, stomach 
hemorrhaging and death (heroin 
does n,rnc of these except through 
overdose). What makes this 
problem doubly hazardous is that 
sinc-e few people know 
methaqualone is addictive, most 
users of the drug are uniiware of 
its withdrawal dangers. 
Drug Help in Ann Arbor has 
had a few methaqualone addicts 
come to them for help. all have 
said that they took quaaiude in 
place of or in avoidance of 
addicting drugs. "Unfortunately, 
when we attempted to get these 
people hospitalized for 
de-toxification, all of the hospitals-
in the area said they would take 
no addict of any description and 
insisted that they problem was a 
psychological one and not a 
medical one. We were requesting 
hospital admission for medical 
detoxification and supervision and 
not psychotherapy," says Richard 
Kunnes of the Drug Help center. 
The pharaceutical firms', FDA 's 
and BNDD's. failure-to report and 
emphasize the addicting nature 
and potentially fatal convulsions 
of acute withdrawal of quaalude 
have made the drug more 
dangerous thatn barbiturates. 
As with alcoholics and other 
addicts, there is -no place to go for 
de-toxification. "For every 
quaalude addict we come acro,ss, 
that addict seems to know 5 or 6 
others. At this point we believe we 
are only s~eing the tip of the 
quaalude addict iceberg," says 
Kunnes. 
There is one· common method 
of medically supervised 
withdrawal from methaqualone 
addiction. That is to place the 
patient-addict in an in-patient 
service, l)ut him/her on a 24 hour 
convulsion precautions, stop all 
quaalude intake and immediately 
re-ec:J,dict the patient with _high 
doses Qf barbiturates as a 
substitute fat ·quaalude.· - Since 
withdrawal from l>;ubiturates is 
standardized procedure·, once the 
.. It's:~. But tbe worst 
Part iJ tJie· Jiopl,lessness· she feels .. 
- .. : '·, '.,.\. : ·,-,.,... ., . ' 
- paJi_en~ is_, addicted to- the 
barbiturates; withdrawal from 
thelb is-begun an,d completed in a 
4:6 day _-prgcedure. . · 
•• ' :.· ~. ·.\,~ -;s ~ ,, • ~- •• 
'. -·· . . 
Extends The 
Welcome Mat 
.. Ride the Free* 
City Bus and 
do your shopping with us!'' 
Clip out and use on any city bus. 
1:; __ 
• GOOD FOR ONE PERSON ONLY 
....• STARTS MON. AUG. 28 
• EXPIRES SAT. AUG. 9 
•-SHOP DOWNTOWN ITHACA ... THE LARGEST SHOPPING 
AREA AROUND. 
• T.HIS IS THE DBA'.S WAY OF GETTING TO KNOW YOU. 
Downtown 8usinessmen•1 
Association 
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FRESHMAN 
·ORIENT-ATION 
photos by Rich Sharp 
The President at R eceptlon. 
Friends Share Carnival Fun 
Dave Lord gets pie in his eye 
Carnival Dunking ·sooth 
Keep Your Cool -
Make Ne'9 Friends 
RENT A REFRIGERATOR 
1or· only • penn1u a clay 
• COMPACT l:NIT • fits ann,hert> • in ullral"lhc· "alnul fini .. h 
•. 
• RO(HIY · holds 36 clrink cans; Ion .. of ~ o~url or fr,,,.h fruit 
• LOW <.:Ol'iT - ahoul 85.00 a month ... ,,lit llu· t·o .. t "ilh .i room mah· 
·I • VERSATILE · ice tra); acljm,lahle tem1u·rat1m·: cloor rad, 
e DELl\'ERY, PICK-LP and Gl'AftA:\TEEB \1.\1'\T['\ .\ '\C.E inc·lu,1,·,1 
at:NVBlOBNCB • Ea»NOMY • SERVICE 
$36.00 for h,JJ .school year 
F• fz ¢ 1'sli•a1 oad: 
.. 273 3000(dq) 347 -4819 , ........... kencl') · 
. . 
1/C ~ •• smg .. _ ...... 410·-_Colle9,·-.. A•~, 
' . . . 
. .. 
' -~ ". 1, 
"·' ..i • ~ - ·, 
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HARNESS COVERAGEI I 
Allow me to introduce _myself-Vernon Vic, formerly of the 
South Bronx, now of South Hill. N.Y. Post fans may remember 
some of my aliases: Four-Fingers victor, Vic Hecht, Vick E. Lee, 
Vick DeNono, and Abdullah the Magnificent 
Last year was a terrible handicapping year for me .. My net profit 
for the 1971-72 fiscal year was a scant 20· G's. Therefore, in light of 
my financial straits, the endless rise in tuition, and no graduation in 
sight, I have decided to donate my services to a two-bit paper like 
the Ithacan, (for even less than that). You see, they made me an 
offer I couldn't refuse-to keep my identy a secret. 
So it's almost Post Time. Starting next week, Vernon Vic will be 
handicapping the trotters at that world-acclaimed racetrack, Vernon 
Downs. We11 pick up on the excitement of the '72 fall season, 
already in progress. If you're not a harness racing fan now, I can 
make you one. Just read my column weekly arid who knows-you 
may become rich overnight. After all, I get my tips straight from the 
h'orse's urine. · 
FRANKLY SPEAKING 
Flood 
fire, even though it was drowned 
in a deluge of water and, as 
Dave put it, "There was nothing 
left to burn." He als·) reml•ffi·· 
hers watching the undersides of 
amp'tibious d:.tcks being ripped 
to shreds by the t~s ofte!ephone 
poles as the boats travelled 
across the _water. 
Frightening Vividn• 
dered- useless by the uncaring 
flood water. 
To:lay the peo;>le of the greater 
Elmira area are putting their 
tow11s and lives back into_grder. 
The work will go on but the ur-
gency, in most cases, has f~ed 
away with tim~. In the first 
few hectic, frightening days, ~n 
untold list o: people forgot the1r 
practical interests in order to 
respond to the human intersts 
o: thousands of victims, who 
round their lives interrupted by 
what has been called, in an un-
derstatement, "The Great Flood 
of '72.'' 
. . 
Continued from Page 2 
Another i1ni1ressioo implanted 
in the minds or Dave Knowlton 
and Lou Withiam is the fact that 
everyone connected with flood 
relief control, even in areas 
which held n:> danger or looting, 
seemed to carry a weap:m at 
his side. Dave and Lou told us 
one story of a man who tote!l 
an old 45 caliber revolver -- a 
relic of WC\rld War One. Pointing 
out that guns were a status sym-. 
bol of sorts during the disaster, 
Dave remtimhers thinking "Hea-
ven help us if that guy pulls the 
trigger." With a half-amused 
expression on his face ( though 
it was not amusing at the time), 
Dave sass ''You could almost 
see the mildew inside the bar;. 
rel." Lou and Dave alsoremtim-
ber a particu\arly urgent, almost 
hy'ste·rical ride from Ithaca to 
Elm:ra in a police cruiser with 
red lights flashing and siren 
screaming. As they neared the 
disaster area the smdl of nat-
ural gas which had escaped from 
twisted underground pipes was 
he.::.vy in the airo A Natio:ial 
Guardsman sitting in the front 
seat was about to light a cig-
arette · when his senses caught 
up with his vices and he placed 
the matches back in his packet 
with a nervous shrug. Those who 
took part also recall with fright-
ening vividness the evacuation of 
St. Joseph's Hospital because 
Elmira Road?--Or a River? 
... 
. ~- - .. ' - .-: .. 
Th tar\. 
Fri. 
'there was no electricity and the 
emenrency generator W'dS ren-
/ 
.If J. \' .. t.\· /'() I?. 
$ 2. FR EE BEE-R 
MIX ED DRINK SPECIAL 
( 1/1:1?.k }'J..t 
$ 2. FR EE BEER 
Ml X ED DRINK SPECIAL: 
Photos Courtesy of The Ithaca Journal 
2 for 
2 for 1 
Sat. .\'J'( ), 1/J'I.\' . . \'{ '/:/)/:" <; l?.l:~-t.\1:1{.\'.'.' 
$2. M I X E D· SPEC I A L S ! ! 
COf'1er·of routes 13 & 368 
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_GRIDDERS BA1TLE. 
, FOR TEAM SWTS 
. l 
Ithaca College Football Coach 
Jim Butterfield recently reviewed 
the films of his spring practice 
sessions and gave a passing grade 
to everyone who participated. 
"No one played an exceptional 
game, but everyone did 
something," he pointed out, "and 
l think this shows that we have 
some depth to work with this fa!L 
In fact, this will be the deepest 
team we've ever had at Ithaca_" 
In the offensive backfield, 
junior Ted Greves (6'2, 
180-Niagara-On-The- Lake, Ont.) 
and sophomore Marvin Otto (6-3, 
195- Lockport, N_Y. ) gained the 
high grades at quarterback and 
look as though they'll be battling 
for the rough task of replacing 
Doug Campbell as the Bomber's 
· number one signal caller this faJL 
"Our offensive line, with 
experienced people like seniors 
Randy Garrett (6-1,210-
Rochester,N.Y. ), Tom Winiewicz 
(6-0,205-Cheektowaga, N.Y. ) and 
Greg Whitney ( 6-3, 210-Rochester, 
N .Y. ), was a major reason we 
gamed so many yard~ on the 
ground in the intra-squad game ," 
Butterfield continued. "It should 
be one of the strong points this 
season, especially when you 
consider that our All-American 
guard Bob Wojnar was not able to 
participate in the drills this 
spring." 
0 n the defensive line, the 
biggest one Ithaca has ever had 
under Butterfield, sophomore end 
Bob Tinsley (6-1, 190-Collingdale, 
Pa.) and soph tackles George 
Tortolon (6-0,230--Dundee, N.Y.) 
Ed Gryska (6-1,224- Elmira, NY) 
and Gary Joy 
(6-l,215-Binghamton, N.Y. ) all 
played well in- the scrimmage and 
all have excellent potential 
according to the· Ithaca Head 
Coach. 
Sophomore Tom Heinzelman 
(6-2,195- Goshen, N.Y. ) and 
junior Jack Greene (5-11,195 
Syosset, N.Y. ) were the top 
linebackers for l.C., according to 
the films, while defensive backs 
Gary Giroux (5-8;170-Peru,N.Y_ ), 
a junior, and sophomores Chuck 
Kroll (6-0)85-Scranton, Pa. ) and 
Ralph Dintino (6-4,200-Kenmore, 
N. Y.) were impressive both on 
pass defense and in tackling. 
"We will have serious 
competition for every positon on 
the team," Butterfield asserted, 
"and we won't carry any more 
than three men at a position. The 
team knows this, and the 
competition that will ensue in the 
fall pre-season drills, and during 
the sea~on itself, should make us a 
better club. 
- ,. Greves started slowly this spring, 
but by the end of the scrimmage 
last Saturday, he had improved 100 
per cent. Ted has gained 20 
pounds in the past year, but hasn't 
lost any speed 
_ Otf their showing m the 
scrimmage, a sophomore Dave 
Re ick (5-10, 185-Utica,N_Y_) and 
junior. Jon ijowers (5-10, 
190-Roscoe, N.Y. ) will offer a 
Foimer IC Stars 
Return to Aid Coaches 
strong challenge to seniot Mike Several athletes, who 
Welch (5-9, 190-Dansville, N_Y_ ) fashioned outstanding careers at 
for the starting fullback Job. Ithaca College, -will be back this 
Remick led the J_y_•s in running year to serve their alma mater as 
last year, while Bowers worked at graduate assistants. 
always seemed to come up with 
the clutch play." 
Steve Klingman, whom many 
feel was the greatest fullback ever 
to play:- for an Ithaca College 
soccer". team, will work as a 
· graduate assistant under soccer 
coach- Forbes Keith this year. 
Keith felt that Klingman, a New 
... ,:, : .. ~ 1,~--==- - ' .. , .. ' . ,, '. -
M.l·AA··NEws· 
h By Dave Rives 
The M.I.A.A. department men 150 lbs or less, as well as the 
. sincerely welcomes all students to regular unrestricted league. Teams 
t h e I t h a c a C o l I e g e are split into two divisic;ms in each 
campus,especially incoming league - Pro and College 
freshmen. The intramural Startingdate:Sept.11. 
department nere at I.C. founded 
. by GlPPE co-ordinator Joe Half-court B-ball: This new fall 
Hamilton, himself a college sport features three on three with 
athlete, offers a wide .iud quit.;r..c, i'uoving half-court action. 
extensive var ety of team and Starting date: Sept. II. 
individual sports solely for the Mini-Soccer: This new program 
enjoyment of the participants. The is still up in the air. Jeff Kinder, a 
average ?thlete, who never ~ecame graduate student will run it and 
? varsity sp_orts hero IS the_ formulate the· rules. Any student 
important man m the MJ.A.A. . suggestions are welcome_ Startirtg 
Herb Broadwell, current Yars1ty date: Sept. l2. 
Gol~ mentor, _and_ coach of two Tennis, Archery, Punt-Pass and 
varsity sports m his 26 years here · Kick: Three exciting tournaments 
heads into his t~ird Yi?a'.· as all scheduled for the near future. 
M.l.A.A. boss. He will be assisted Tennis will probably run more 
by grad student John Petley. than one day. Each tourney is 
Broadwell has greatly expanded .Q_pen to ·everyone, both undergrads 
the sport offerings, especially and graduate students. 
during the fall. Sports initiated Plans are also being made to 
this fall include a Tennis have an M.LA.A. dorm 
Tournament, half-court Basketball representative in each dorm, 
Le~gue, and ·a mini-Soccer League, selected by the members of the 
all scheduled to start- this month. dorm, who would upon selection 
An Archery. tournament, and a sit on a special M.LA-A. activity 
Punt-Pass and Kick tourney are council. This way, Herb Broadwell 
scheduled to start next month. hopes to give the average person 
These new sports as well as the old on campus more access to what is 
favorites-Football, Cross Country, happening within the M.I.A.A. 
and Bowlin·g combine to make the itself. 
fall of '72 the' busiest in the Broadwell's office, room 
history of the M.I.A.A. number 17 in the Hill ·Athletic 
Center, is the place to go for any 
further information. Questions· 
and suggestions are also more than 
Football: Touch Football talces welcome. As Mr. Broadwell says, 
on a: new look this year, expanding There is "An activity for everyone, 
to include a separate league for and everyone for an activity". 
linebacker after being the number In football, Rod Howell and 
two ball carrier for the ' 70 frosh. Barry Smith will rejoin varsity 
His return to the backfield will be coach Jim Butterfield for what 
a big help to the Ithaca attack. should be a good season on South 
Another possibility is Herm Farley Hill. Howell rushed for 1502 yards 
(6-2, 225-Ithaca, N.Y. ) who in 404 carries for 3.7 average from 
looked much improved this spring. 1967-69. He also ran for 100 yards 
York State All-Star selection, wasi---------------------------------.; 
' 
.. 
The tailback position will be a on eight occasions and scored 13 
· three way battle between senior touchdowns. 
Dale Volpe (5-9, 175-Clyde, N.Y.) Smith ranks as the fourth all 
and juniors George Malone (5-10, time pass receiver in J.C. history, 
185- N. Tarrytown,N.Y.) and Dick having caught 46 passes for 660 
Bryant (6-l, 190- Apalachin, N.Y.) yards and four touchdowns during 
, all of whom did a solid job his three years of play from 
during the spring drills,Malone has 1969-71. 
exceptional speed and could be '"Both of these men were 
the breakaway threat that Ithaca -co·mplete football players," 
has needed desperately for the Butterfield pointed out. "They 
past several years. were excellent inevery game and 
as good as any fullback in the 
country in 1971. 
Next s-pring, Ithaca lacrosse 
coach Bill Ware will have the 
services ,)f former star midfielder 
John Morton, who served as 
co-captain of the 1972 Ithaca 
squad. 
Morton, who transferred from 
Dean Junior College, was a starter 
for Ithaca's Northern N'Y' 
Division champs in both 1971 and 
'72. 
RADIO IS GOOD AGAIN 
WICB I( ' YI 61 AM-91 FM' 
CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDUtE 
Ithaca· College.s cross 
country team will compete in four, 
dual meets and two triangulars this, 
fall, according to the schedule 
released by athletic director 
Carlton Wood. The lthacans will 
also run in two invitationals, the 
Independent College Athletic 
Conference championships and the 
Upstate New York Meet. 
· It. will open its schedule on 
Sept. 23, at home, against 
Geneseo. Other home meets are 
listed with Corland, Bing~mton 
State, RIT and Elmira. On the 
road, · Ithaca will meet Hobart, 
Eisenhower and Houghton. . 
Ithaca will send a contingent to 
both the Canixius and LeMoyne 
Invitationals, before competing in 
the seven team .ICAC 
championships at Hobart on Nov. 
4. . 
The Schedule: Sept. 23, 
Beneseo; 27, Cortland; O~t. 3, 
Binghamton State; 7, LeMoyne 
Invitational; 10, at Eisenhower 
College (Houghton); 18, at -lUT 
(Elmira); 25, at Hobart; 28, 
Canisius Invitational; Nov. 4, 
ICAC championships (at Hobart); 
ll, U~tate N'Y' championships. 
At the annual Meet the Bombers Dance last Saturday night (above), 
members of Coach Butterfield's gridiron squad were introduced io cam-
pus fan~. Later, cool Cliff Lester and date (below)'swing to the music of 
Brother Odem. Plloto b)' Scott Perll 
•1 ":. i'.~. ~ ,,, ~.:= ~ ., •! 
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(former I.C. student) 
BOB O'MALLEY'S 
reatnew 
THE SUPERJACK-Stacked high with roast beef, ham, pastrami, melted cheese, 
lettuce and tomato. Served hot on our toasted egg bun. 
I 
THE LUMBERJACK HAMBURGER-Hefty 1/3 lb. choice beef-fresh ground and grilled 
just the way you like it- garnished with tomato, lettuce and a thick slice of Bermuda 
Onion, on Lums toasted egg bun. 
CHOICE ROAST BEEF- Lums U.S. Choice Beef sandwich with natural juices, served 
on our toasted egg bun. 
STEAK SANDWICH-Tender Club Steak, grilled just the way you like it and served 
open-faced-on our toasted egg bun, with lettuce and tomato. 
LUMS WORLD FAMOUS HOT DOGS-Lumdog-our man-sized Hot Dog 
with your choice of sauerkraut, relish or onions. Chili Cheese 
Dog-our extra large Lumdogcovered with Chili and topped 
with melted cheese (onion on request). Chili Dog-the h 
Lumdog covered with Chili. t : .
OTHERtUMS GREATS-Super Sub- (.·' 1, 
marine. Hot Pastrami. Imported Holland l eho ne l:j'' 
Ham and melted cheese. Sloppy Joe. ~:':, : 
Luncheon and Dinner specials, too- l' 
RoastBeef,Lumberjack,Clam,Combination n ace w ere \k 
Seafood and Shrimp. .L;.1 c d · ~ 
~atever your choice, it' will taste better • • st;u en 
with a frosty schooner of beer or your 
favoritesoftdrink. . can ineet and i 
el welcome.:~ 
_\i 
374 Elmira Rd. Ithaca. 
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DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
A Whole New Concept 
In Modern Retailing. 
BANl<AM_ERICARD. 
• 
. 
' 
o OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
• MON-SAT 9:30-9 P.M. 
• SUN-NOON-5 PaM. 
, am....._.. 
:: ,:: ,•: :, .. 
'£i' ll l•S ~'Ir q ,;,, 
- ... , ... ,.-..u • 
-,~~\."l':::)L,fl>''-
-·-·· ·~·-·-···"- _) 
• CHARGE IT 3 WAYS: 
• BANK AMERICARD 
•- MASTER CH~RGE 
• WOOLWORTH 
• 'Archery • Bath Shop • Bedding • Books • Boys Apparel • tamera 
and Accessories • Candy Shop • Children's Wear._• China • Closet 
Accessories • Color TV • Cosmetics •· Costume Jewelry • Curtains • 
Draperies • Driers • Electrical Appliances • Fishing .Tackle • Foundations 
•·Golf• Athletic Footwear• Games• Garden Shop• Guns+ ammo 
. , I.·• . -,;,1,, .:-1, 
Housewares• Infants 
Apparel • Key Shop and .Pet Supplies • Piece 
• Knittini Yarns· • Ladies' 
Dresses • Luggage 
• Maternity Shop • Men's 
Apparel• Men~s Work 
Clothes • Millinery 
--- ·- --
• Notions • Paints • Pets 
Seneca 
It; 
Green .:..., 
.: 
"' Ill 
- . 
Goods • Records • ·Record 
Players • Restaurant Grille 
Gloves • Greeting Cards 
• Handbag~· ~ · Hard~are 
• Hosiery • H•me 
Furni.shings • 
Refriger'9tors • Rugs • Sewing Machines • Sewir,~ Notions •·Shoes• ·Sporting Goods 
St11tionery • Smoke Shop • Tape Recorders .- 1'.elevision -• Toil~tries • -To·ys 
Typewriters • Washing Machines • Window Accessori~s. · 
.-~ 
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